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 ABSTRACT 

Mathematical models of water distribution systems (WDS) serve as tools to 

represent the real systems for many different purposes. Calibration is the process of fine 

tuning the model parameters so that the real system is well-represented. In practice, 

calibration is generally performed considering all information is deterministic. WDS 

model calibration has been an active research area. More recent developments have 

incorporated uncertainties caused by field measurements into the calibration process.  

Parameter (D-optimality) and predictive (I-optimality) uncertainties have been used as 

indicators of how well a system is calibrated. 

This study focuses on a methodology that extends previous work by considering 

the impact of uncertainty on decisions that are made using the model.  A new sampling 

strategy that would take into account the accuracy needed for different model objectives 

is proposed. 

The methodology uses an optimization routine that minimizes square differences 

between the observed and model calculated head values by adjusting the model 

parameters. Given uncertainty in measurements, the parameters from this nonlinear 

regression are imprecise and the model parameter uncertainties are computed using a first 

order second moment (FOSM) analysis.  Parameter uncertainties are then propagated to 

model prediction uncertainties through a second FOSM analysis for a defined set of 

demand conditions.  Finally, the prediction uncertainty relationships are embedded in 
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optimization problems to assess the effect of the uncertainties on model-based decisions.  

Additional field data is collected as long as the monetary benefits of reducing 

uncertainties can be addressed. 

The proposed procedure is first applied on a small hypothetical network for a 

system expansion design problem using a steady state model.  It is hypothesized that the 

model accuracy and data required calibrating WDS models with different objectives 

would require different amount of data.  A real-scale network for design and operation 

problems is studied using the same methodology for comparison.  An extended period 

simulation is run for the operation problem with the goal of minimizing daily energy 

costs.  The effect of a common practice, grouping pipes in the system, is also examined in 

both studies. 

Results suggest that the cost reductions are related to the convergence of the mean 

parameter estimates and the reduction of parameter variances.  The impact of each factor 

changes during the calibration process as the parameters become more precise and the 

design is modified.  Identification of the cause of cost changes, however, is not always 

obvious.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Water, the source of life, has been the most important resource for all civilizations 

throughout history.  As fresh water supplies with good quality continue to decline, 

utilities face the challenge of supplying and managing water for urban areas in the most 

effective way.  Whether the goal is a system design for a new development, re-building 

older systems, or managing the daily fluctuations of water needs while ensuring a low 

energy cost, mathematical models of water distribution systems are used to help predict 

future conditions. 

Calibration is the process of adjusting model parameters so that the model 

represents the real system adequately.  This is usually done by collecting field data and 

fine tuning model parameters until a close match between the model output and the field 

measurements is obtained.  Calibration can be performed either assuming that all model 

parameter values are known with certainty or realizing that these parameter values cannot 

be known exactly.   

If the latter approach is taken, a common practice is to assume that some 

parameters, the ones that are most critical or easy to work with, are uncertain.  Usually 

pipe roughness coefficients are chosen as uncertain parameters. Pipe properties that are 

functions of pipe age and material are one cause of uncertainty and modeling errors are 

another. When field sampling is carried out, many errors, such as inaccurate gauges, 

affect measurement accuracy. Measurement errors propagate to estimated model 
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parameter values.  This study takes into account such uncertainties and develops a 

method to assess their effect on model based decisions. It is anticipated that such an 

approach will provide a better measure of how well a system needs to be calibrated.   

 

1.1 Problem Statement  

Since field data that is used for model calibration are not exact, the parameters 

resulting from a calibration exercise will also be imprecise.  Figure 1 illustrates the 

propagation of uncertainty from field data to model based decision.   

Calibration without considering the uncertainty may lead to poor system behavior 

predictions even though a good model fit is achieved.  Therefore uncertainty must be 

included in the calibration process.  To increase model reliability, the model must be 

calibrated ensuring minimal uncertainty.  Uncertainty can be analyzed in three different 

ways: parameter uncertainty, model prediction uncertainty, and the effect of uncertainty 

in model based decisions.   

Figure 1. Propagation of uncertainty from data to model based decision. 
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  The calibration goal of minimizing model parameter uncertainty (model input) is 

premised on the idea that if you supply better estimates to a model, its predictions will 

improve.  However, the benefit of reducing parameter uncertainty is not apparent.  By 

propagating parameter uncertainty to model predictions (outputs), a modeler can have a 

better idea about the benefit of reducing uncertainty.  This approach also takes into 

account the sensitivity of model predictions to the calibrated parameter.  However, given 

the complexity of water distribution system hydraulics, reducing predictive uncertainty 

within a model does not guarantee a good fit.  Considering the cost of collecting 

additional data to reduce the uncertainty, an additional step can be taken to see if 

reducing the model prediction error will change model-based decisions.  This approach is 

believed to give the most intuitive understanding about how a sampling design can be 

done for calibration purposes. 

 

1.2 Literature Review 

Calibration of water distribution systems has long been studied.  Many calibration 

techniques have been introduced where recent ones formulize the problem as an 

optimization routine so that all available information can be used.  In addition to 

calibration techniques, recent studies investigated field measurement uncertainty and its 

propagation through model estimates.  These studies aim to determine the amount of 

necessary field data for an accurate model.  Once a method for calibration accuracy is 
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accepted, the modeler should decide where and when a field measurements need to be 

made.  This is known as sampling design and has been another active research area.   

Finally, another important decision in modeling that has been studied by researchers 

is the number of parameters to use.  As the number of parameters increases, model errors 

decrease.  However, more data is needed for adequate calibration.   

All topics introduced above are linked to the object of this study.  The sections below 

discuss previous research and stress the need for this study. 

 

1.2.1 Calibration Techniques 

Several researchers studied the calibration of hydraulic models for water 

distribution systems (WDS).  The methodologies investigated so far can be grouped in 

two major areas.  The earlier methods used so called direct (or explicit) methods where 

the unknown parameters are back solved from a number of equations given data from 

field measurements. In this group of approaches, the number of unknowns must be equal 

to the number of equations.  As in all applications, pipes are grouped assuming the pipes 

in the same group will have the same roughness coefficients to reduce the number of 

unknowns.  In the case of more available measurements than the number of unknowns, 

the measurements that are more critical are used and the excess ones are discarded.  This 

leads to loss of information.  In addition, this type of approach does not allow the 
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researcher implement uncertainty measures.  The calibration parameters are assumed to 

be certain. 

More recent methods use an optimization program to minimize the difference 

between model prediction and the measurements while satisfying the energy and 

momentum equations.  Since the parameters are not solved from the hydraulic equations 

directly, these methods are called indirect or implicit methods.  In this type of approach it 

is possible both to use more measurements than unknowns and to introduce parameter 

uncertainty.  This second type of approach will be discussed here. 

The problem is a minimization problem with an objective function based on the 

sum of squares of the differences between measured and predicted parameter values.  

Bush and Uber (1998) proposed that the measurements could be weighed according to 

their effect on the objective function.  In this study, the roughness coefficients will be 

calibrated (decision variables) to match the measured head values at selected nodes (state 

variables).  The problem is constrained with conservation of mass and energy equations 

and upper and lower bounds for decision variables. 

A number of techniques have been used to solve this non-linear problem.  Lansey 

and Basnet (1991) used a gradient-based non-linear programming (NLP) technique 

assuming deterministic measurements and parameters.  To reduce the problem size, they 

solved the system equations separately instead of inserting them as a constraint to the 

NLP.  The NLP with reduced parameters and objective function performed well in all 

three of their example applications.  However, the optimal parameters did not always 
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match their true values.  Others have used stochastic search techniques such as genetic 

algorithms (Vitkovsky et al (2000), De Schaetzen et al (2000), Meier and Barkdoll 

(2000), and Kapelan et al (2003 and 2004)). 

Reddy et al (1996) used a weighted least squares approach based on the Gauss-

Newton technique to minimize the difference between the measured and estimated heads.  

They calculated the sensitivity of estimated heads to a change in the calibration parameter 

(roughness coefficient), ∆C.  This gradient is multiplied by ∆C of each iteration and 

added to the estimated head until ∆C is reasonably small.  Weights are determined by one 

of the many methods presented in the paper.  These methods vary according to the 

magnitude and nature of measurement error.  They applied their methodology to three 

networks including a real network using three types of measurement data: error free data, 

noisy data (small errors), and noisy measurements with some bad data (gross errors).   

Studies discussed so far assumed steady state flow with measurements taken 

under constant demands.  A few studies considered transient analysis of the networks in 

which pressure waves were modeled.  Ligget and Chen (1994) carried out inverse flow 

calculations using the method of characteristics (MOC) for simultaneous calibration and 

leak detection in a system. In addition to a transient forward problem, an adjoint problem 

is solved to minimize the difference between measured and predicted heads.  The same 

methodology is followed for identifying leaks.  The difference in heads is minimized by 

optimizing the leak areas.  Leak areas are tied to the flow equation using an orifice 

equation with certain pressure. 
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These two formulations were then combined in one optimization problem with the 

unknown friction factors and the possible leak areas as decision variables.  The procedure 

for calibration and computation of leaks is given as: 

1- Guess at the friction factors and the leak areas (leak areas taken as 0 initially). 

2- Solve the forward problem using estimated friction factors and leaks.  

3- Solve the adjoint problem (minimization problem) where the driving term is the 

difference between the calculated and the measured heads.  

4- Solve the adjoint problem where the driving term is the head. 

5- Use the adjoint variables from the last two steps to calculate the gradient of the 

objective function, Jacobian, and Hessian.  The change in objective function with 

respect to the change in parameters is a measure of how successful the 

minimization is likely to be.  A small value indicates that parameters are not well 

determined. If the leak locations or the friction factors that are remote to 

measurement locations are sought, this sensitivity will be low.  The Jacobian 

indicates directly the influence of a parameter on the measured head. For 

example, if a pipe has very little flow – and thus very little headloss its friction 

factor cannot be determined accurately.  

6- Calculate better friction factors and leak areas and return to step 2 until there is no 

change in friction factors and leak areas. 
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This methodology has some problems.  Boundary conditions (known pressures 

and sometimes flows at points in the network) may be difficult to define.  The impact of 

those externally defined conditions on the parameter estimates is not known.  

In time lagged calculation, inverse calculation, and event detection, some 

information on the heads and/or flows is known in addition to the boundary conditions. 

But there are some additional unknowns, discharges (leaks and unauthorized use) or other 

parameters such as pipe friction that causes some part of the system to be unsolvable for 

some time steps.  Time-lagged solution can be used to find out what must have happened 

at an earlier time step at these locations.  If the resulting problem is mixed determined 

(only a part of it is determined), then the system has a singular coefficient matrix. 

Singular-value decomposition (SVD) method is used to identify and solve the determined 

part in least squares sense.  

Vitkovsky et al (2000) used a genetic algorithm (GA) technique in conjunction 

with the inverse transient method with MOC to detect leaks and friction factors in water 

distribution systems.  

Procedure followed is as follows: 

1- Initiate a transient event, 

2- Measure the transient pressures at the measurement sites, 

3- Determine leak locations and friction factors using inverse transient 

method.  
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GA is used for the optimization to minimize the sum of absolute values of differences 

between measured and predicted nodal heads.  

Kapelan et al (2004) minimized the weighted sum of squared residuals that were 

obtained from field measurements and transient model simulations using the method of 

characteristics using a hybrid method.  The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method is said to 

give fast convergence, but likely to get stuck at a local optimum point, where GA’s are 

better in approaching a global optimum.  The main disadvantage of GA’s is stated to be 

their slow convergence.  A hybrid GA is developed by Kapelan et al (2004) to combine 

both methods to improve computational efficiency.   

1.2.2 Uncertainty in Calibration 

Considering the uncertainty in roughness (or demand) values and the uncertainty 

in field measurements, researchers developed methods to minimize the uncertainty in 

calibration.  As there are different criteria proposed by different researchers, only widely 

used ones will be discussed here.   

Despite the fact that they developed a methodology for reliability analysis rather 

than a calibration problem, Xu and Goulter (1998) describe one of the first WDS 

applications with uncertainty in model parameters.  They used the first order second 

moment method and applied a first-order Taylor series expansion to a non-linear 

hydraulic model at the expected values of nodal demands, reservoir levels, and pipe 

roughnesses. Using this linearized model, the variance of predicted heads was estimated 
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given the probability distributions of nodal demands, reservoir levels, and pipe 

roughnesses.  The method was then verified using a Monte Carlo simulation.  The 

probability distributions of nodal heads were similar, especially at the points that are 

close to expected values.  In the case of large variability in nodal demands (tails of the 

distribution) the linearized model was less accurate.  Therefore they divided demands 

into three demand levels and used a linearized model, to derive three different 

distributions for each demand level.  This study is an important contribution and it leads 

to calibration using model prediction uncertainty developed by Lansey et al (2001), 

which will be discussed later in this section. 

However, in practice the probability distribution of model parameters is unknown. 

Kapelan et al. (2005) applied a Bayesian calibration approach that does not require 

assumptions on the normality of the parameters.  According to their results, the 

parameters’ probability density functions are similar to a normal distribution except in the 

tails of the distribution.  They calculated and compared parameter and predictive 

uncertainties. 

 

1.2.3 Sampling Design 

Calibration of water distribution networks raises the question of the best 

representative sampling for nodal heads.  A number of studies have been completed in 

this area.  Bush and Uber (1998) developed a method for calibration that minimizes the 
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uncertainty in model parameters.  The authors proposed three statistical methods for 

sampling design and compare the results from these methods.  Both pressure and tracer 

measurements are used for calibration of pipe friction coefficients.   

The sampling design is based on minimizing the “confidence region volume” of 

parameters.  The volume expressed by the multi-dimensional covariance matrix is 

idealized as a cube with length lc. The square root of the determinant of the covariance 

matrix is stated to be directly proportional to lc.  Therefore minimizing lc means 

minimizing the magnitude of the covariance matrix.  A relative measure for the accuracy 

of two parameter estimates is the ratio lc1/lc0. This criterion is called D-optimal design 

criterion. 

The goal of sampling design is to select measurements and locations that are 

sensitive to changes in parameter values. The resulting design does not guarantee 

optimality, but authors suggested that by comparing many designs, a near-optimal 

sampling design might be reached. Three sensitivity based iterative methods are proposed 

for ranking potential sampling locations in a water distribution network: 1) The Max-Sum 

design; 2) the Max-Min design, and 3) the Weighted Sum design. These three methods 

can briefly be described as follows: 

1) Max-Sum Design Method: The method ranks the measurements according to the 

summed absolute normalized sensitivity coefficients over all parameters.  Its 

disadvantage is that the overall summation of normalized sensitivity coefficients 
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may be high while it may be low for a single parameter.  Therefore that single 

parameter may be ignored causing that parameter to be estimated poorly. 

2) Max-Min Design Method: Max-Min design method sums the sensitivity measure 

for each parameter from all measurements.  This summation represents how well 

each parameter is represented with the total set of measurements. Then, the 

parameter that has the least sum, that is, the one worst represented is identified. 

Finally, the measurement that has the highest normalized sensitivity coefficient 

for that parameter is chosen. 

3) Weighted Sum Design Method: This method ranks the measurements by their 

contribution to the estimation of individual parameters. At each iteration, a weight 

is calculated for each unranked measurement. This weight is obtained by 

summing up the ratios of the normalized sensitivity coefficients for each 

particular parameter to the sum of sensitivity coefficients for that parameter over 

all measurements (as explained in Max-Min method).  The measurement with the 

highest ratio is most sensitive to all parameters relative to the other measurements 

in the unranked group, so it is given the next rank. 

The normalized sensitivity coefficient used in all three methods is calculated 

using the optimal parameter values that are to be calibrated.  This paradox is overcome by 

assuming an initial value for each parameter using historical information, engineering 

judgment, or experience.  Then the ranking procedure is applied and the parameters are 
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updated in an iterative manner.  Sampling design robustness is described as the 

uncertainty in parameter estimation. 

Lansey et al (2001) used the same technique, D-optimality, to calculate the 

probability distribution of roughness coefficients as Bush and Uber (1998).  They 

assumed that the uncertainty in measurements is propagated to estimated roughness 

coefficients, which they assume are normally distributed.  In addition, they considered 

the effect of uncertainty in roughness parameters on the nodal head predictions.  They 

calculated the model prediction errors using a first order second moment approach 

assuming nodal heads are distributed normally and using a first order Taylor series 

approximation.   

Four base loads induced by opening one or more fire hydrants at nodes are 

assumed to exist for calibration under steady state conditions.  The procedure starts with 

the analysis of field data to assure its quality.  Then, pipe roughness coefficients (Hazen-

Williams’ C’s) are estimated using least squares regression.  The summation of 

differences between observed and predicted heads, flowrates, and tank levels for each 

load condition is minimized.  Field measurements are assumed to have a variance of σ2
H. 

The covariance matrix for estimated parameters Cov(C) is calculated using the variance 

of measurements and the gradient of H vs. C. This gradient could be calculated 

analytically, however here it is calculated by discretizing and applying a change in C to 

observe a change in H.   The sum of diagonals, Trace (Cov(C)), is used as a measure of 

robustness in parameter estimation. 
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After determining the mean values and the variances of roughness coefficients, 

the next step is to estimate the uncertainty in the pressure heads due to uncertainty in 

roughness coefficients.  To do this, a set of “assessment demands” is defined. These 

demands are different from the ones used for parameter estimation.  Usually they contain 

high demands at critical nodes.  The first order second moment method is used. The sum 

of diagonals of the covariance matrix, trace (Cov (Ha)), is used to judge the model’s 

uncertainty. Alternative measures are also presented in the paper. 

They also proposed a procedure for design of data collection experiments.  If the 

model prediction error calculated in the calibration assessment part is not adequate, then 

the modeler needs to determine the best flow rate and location to induce new loads (new 

measurements). 

Potential measurement loads and critical demand locations are defined.  The same 

procedure proposed for calibration is followed to calculate the uncertainty in model 

prediction as a new measurement is considered on at a time.  Then the load that gives the 

best improvement is chosen.  Additional loads are considered until an acceptable 

prediction error is reached. 

De Schaetzen et al (2000) used three different approaches for model calibration: 

two to find shortest path and the other to use sensitivity and entropy.  Given the number 

of sampling locations, the first two methods calculate the shortest path from the source to 

every other node in the network.  Then the node furthest away to the source is selected.  

The methods continue iteratively until a fixed number of sampling locations are chosen.  
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The first method adds a dummy pipe connecting the source to the node chosen in the 

previous step with length equal to zero.  The second method is slightly different and it 

assigns zero length to all pipes that were a part of the path chosen at the previous 

iteration.  The third method utilizes sensitivity of measured heads with respect to the 

calibrated roughness coefficients by calculating a sensitivity matrix numerically.  The 

other criterion in the third method is Shannon’s entropy (after Shannon, 1948), which 

says that in case of an unknown probability distribution; the best approach is to assume a 

uniform distribution (for roughness coefficients in this case).  This entropy function 

ensures that the sampling locations are evenly distributed within the network and the use 

of the sensitivity matrix ensures that the locations that are most sensitive to roughness 

coefficients are selected.  These two criteria are combined in the objective function of a 

GA and solved.  

Meier and Barkdoll (2000) assumed deterministic parameters and steady state 

flow and followed a different approach using GA’s for optimal sampling design.  It is 

stated that pipe roughness affects calculated and measured pressures only if the pipe 

velocity exceed a certain threshold value.  If some portions of the system are not 

sufficiently stressed, the roughness coefficients of the under-stressed pipes cannot be 

back-calculated accurately.  Therefore the objective function of the GA is written to 

maximize the total length of pipes that have non-negligible velocities (1.0 ft/s in this 

study). If the chosen threshold velocity is too low, the solution will be insensitive to the 

roughness because of low velocities included.  If it is chosen too high, it may be 

impossible to achieve those high velocities in the majority of the network and hence the 
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area to be calibrated gets smaller. It is also stated that velocity was chosen as an indicator 

because other variables such as flow rate and head loss were too sensitive to the pipe 

diameter.  

An application to a small real network is completed and validated by enumerating 

the possible solutions. GA seems to work efficiently. One important outcome is that there 

has to be one test for each end-of-branch location if 100% of the network is to be 

covered.  And that’s practically impossible. 

Kapelan et al (2003) used a multi objective GA approach for the sampling design 

problem.  One objective was to maximize the calibrated model accuracy and the other 

was to minimize the sampling cost.  Given the number of measurements, three different 

calibration accuracy criteria are compared: max ([det(JT*J)]1/2Na), min (D-optimality as in 

Bush and Uber (1998)), min (parameter uncertainty) as in Lansey et al (2001).   Some of 

their important findings are: 

1) The optimal set of N sampling locations is not necessarily a subset of a similar set 

of N+1 locations. 

2) High demand and further away points are more sensitive to pressure change and 

hence are in general more critical to sample.  However, due to possible correlation 

between the parameters the resulting critical sampling locations are not always 

intuitively selectable. 
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3) The first and third calibration methods preferred over the second one. The first 

one is claimed to be easier in computation and hence suggested. 

Vitkovsky et al (2003) took a step towards sampling design using inverse 

transient analysis.  They examined and compared three different performance indicators 

for calibration: 

1) The sum of absolute values of partial derivatives of the heads at each sampling 

point with respect to the parameters (Jacobian matrix).  This matrix directly 

indicates the effect of each parameter on the measured head in both spatial and 

temporal domains. The measurement points should be selected at the higher 

values of the summation. 

2) An alternative measure is the A-optimality criterion, trace of covariance matrix of 

parameter errors, to be minimized for high accuracy. Covariance may not exist for 

parameters that have no effect on the measurements (measuring time may be too 

short for the effect to reach the measurement location).  The matrix may become 

singular and the inverse cannot be taken.  In this case, singular value 

decomposition (SVD) is used to determine the part of the network that can be 

solved.  

3)  The third possible criterion is the D-optimality (Bush and Uber (1998)) that 

maximizes the determinant of the curvature matrix of the objective function.   
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1.2.4 Parameterization 

Other studies have evaluated methods for reducing the number of unknown 

parameters, for example by grouping pipes with the same roughness coefficient. Model 

error, the measure of how well the model represents the real network, increases as the 

number of pipe groups (parameter dimension) reduces.  As the parameter dimension 

increases, the model prediction error, the error in estimating each parameter, also 

increases.  Mallick et al (2002) developed a methodology to identify the best parameter 

dimension.  They used an approach similar to Lansey and Basnet (1991) for model error 

by minimizing the sum of squared errors and the D-optimality introduced by Bush and 

Uber (1998) to calculate the model prediction error.  They tried a number of different 

parameter sets (of the same parameter dimension) by calibrating the network to calculate 

the model error and the model prediction errors.  For each parameter dimension they 

developed envelope curves of maximum and minimum errors and they compared 

envelope curves for many parameter dimensions.  They observed that different sets with 

the same dimension may end up with different errors and that the best parameter 

dimension is dependent on the variability of the calibrated parameters.  As the variability 

increases, more pipe groups are needed.  They plotted model and the model prediction 

error and found a set of optimal groupings where both error measures are low. 

Tucciarelli et al (2003) proposed a new procedure for simultaneously grouping 

pipes and calibrating a water distribution network.  They define a “root” pipe for each 

pipe in a network as the upstream pipe.  For looped networks one path of pipes is 
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considered for each loop.  They minimize the sum of relative differences between 

roughness coefficients of subsequent pipes in a path for each loop.  The absolute value of 

prediction error is used as a constraint given a tolerance value.  In short, they try to force 

the algorithm to choose as homogeneous pipes as possible while keeping the model 

prediction error in a small range.  Since the flow distribution in looped networks is not 

known prior to any network simulation, they insert a number of fictitious nodes equal to 

the number of loops at selected nodes.  They then share the assigned demand of that node 

with the fictitious node (now there are two nodes at the same location).  Using a two-step 

procedure in between the calibration, they first solve for the correct amount of flow at 

each node.  They tried several number of measurement points for several different 

tolerance values. 

 

1.3 Summary of Literature 

The research discussed thus far on sampling design techniques has been based on 

different calibration criteria for both steady state and transient models.  However, the 

extent of field data needed to calibrate a WDS model is still a question.  Deterministic 

methods proposed so far do not take into account the effect of measurement errors that 

may become significant under high demand conditions.  Minimizing parameter 

uncertainty as proposed by Bush and Uber (1998) would work under various demand 

conditions. However, reducing uncertainty in model parameters such as roughness 

coefficient is not intuitive to the modeler.  Model prediction uncertainty can be 
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minimized as described by Lansey et al (2001).  This approach provides more intuitive 

results. However, reducing uncertainty at a critical node(s) may not give an optimal 

calibration for the whole model.  In this study, it is proposed that field data need to be 

collected as long as the reduction in parameter and model prediction uncertainties results 

in a net effect on model based decisions.   
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2. PRESENT STUDY 

2.1 Dissertation Outline 

 This dissertation provides modelers with a new tool to assess the value of 

additional information in calibrating WDS models.  The effect of measurement 

uncertainty is propagated to the parameter and predictive uncertainties.  While accounting 

for predictive uncertainty, a model objective cost is calculated.  To judge if more data 

would improve the process, the benefit of adding new measurement conditions to the set 

of known information is assessed in terms of uncertainty and optimal model objective 

reduction.  The following section outlines the dissertation goals and general approaches.  

The goals of this dissertation are (1) to assess the impact of field measurement 

errors on model based decisions through a small literature network application using 

different number of parameters (Appendix A) and (2) to evaluate the calibration accuracy 

needed for a real size network model that is used for two different model objectives: 

system expansion design and system operation (Appendix B). 

 

2.1.1 Effect of Uncertainty on Water Distribution System Model Design Decisions 

(Appendix A)  

A methodology is developed to assess the accuracy needed to calibrate a 

mathematical model of a water distribution system.   Errors in field measurements are 
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considered as a source of uncertainty.  While all parameters in a network model are in 

fact uncertain, as common practice suggests, roughness coefficients are used as 

calibration parameters while the true values of all other parameters are assumed to be 

known.  This approach simplifies the mathematical problem and facilitates achieving a 

solution. 

Two approaches in the literature are considered in this study: Using the model 

parameter (pipe roughness coefficients) uncertainty (variance) as introduced by Bush and 

Uber (1998) and propagating the pipe roughness coefficient uncertainties to estimate the 

variances of pressure heads predicted by the model (Lansey et al. 2001).   

It is observed that due to the complex nature of WDS hydraulics, neither of the 

two previous approaches is adequate in deciding the model accuracy needed.  The Lansey 

et al. approach is extended here to evaluate the impact of the uncertainties on model 

decisions.  Within the proposed methodology, a modeler can assess the value of 

additional field data on the basis of the impact on the model based decisions and their 

cost. A small literature network that is undergoing a system expansion to supply areas 

outside the existing network is chosen as application.  In addition, the effect of number of 

parameters is also investigated. 
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2.1.2 Water Distribution System Calibration and Assessment for Alternative Modeling 

Objectives (Appendix B) 

As it is anticipated that the hydraulic model accuracy will vary (for different 

modeling purposes) and that the calibration/data collection may be different; the impact 

of pipe roughnesses uncertainty for system design and operation decision making will be 

evaluated.  In addition, the value of additional data for different model objectives will be 

explored.  Since tank levels are the critical modeling variable in pump operations, it is 

expected that model prediction error will be more important on decisions for a system 

expansion design rather than system operation or pump scheduling and the 

parameter/model prediction accuracy is less important for pump scheduling.   

 

2.2 Uniqueness of the Study 

This dissertation adds to the state of knowledge and WDS modeling in several unique 

ways. 

 

2.2.1 New Calibration Assessment Method 

This study provides modelers with a new method to assess the value of collecting 

additional field data in calibrating water distribution system models.  Earlier research that 

incorporated field uncertainty used either parameter uncertainty or model predictive 
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uncertainty as a measure of calibration accuracy.  Here, it is shown that neither of the 

measures results in the best sampling design that provides the least cost for the model 

purpose.  Interpretation of adequate field data collection is quite difficult using parameter 

uncertainty alone.  Reduction of uncertainty in roughness coefficients is not intuitive to 

the modeler.  Predictive uncertainty is more intuitive. However, it is shown that reducing 

variance at the critical node(s) does not guarantee the most accurate calibration.  The 

spatial distribution of nodes with lower uncertainty and the number of such nodes are all 

important.  Incorporating model objective cost gives the modeler a tool to identify 

adequate sampling by quantifying the cost/benefit of each additional sampling.   

 

2.2.2 Analysis of Model Parameter Dimension on Model Calibration 

This study also provides a thorough analysis of the effect of the number of 

parameters on model calibration.  While model error increases as fewer parameters are 

used to represent the system, calibration and parameter accuracy improves.  This is 

because more information is collected per each unknown parameter if the number of 

parameters is reduced.  The selected number of pipe groups affects the amount of 

additional data needed for an accurate calibration given a certain model objective. 
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2.2.3 Calibration Assessment and Model Purpose 

The second part of the study compares the calibrations accuracy needed for two 

different model purposes.  It is shown that, in practice, one does not need the same 

amount of field data to calibrate a model for operation purposes as a model built for 

design.  Since daily flows and their resulting head losses are small, daily pump schedules 

that maintain minimum pressure at all nodes in the system are not sensitive to change in 

roughness coefficients.  Thus, lower parameter accuracy is acceptable than for a model of 

the same system that will be used for a system expansion. 

No study has incorporated uncertainty for a model with operation purpose.  In 

addition, all optimal operation models only check minimum pressures at each pumping 

schedule time step.  Depending on the tank level, the nodal pressures fall below the 

minimum requirement during the time steps that pumps are turned on or off.  By 

requiring that the minimum pressures are met continuously throughout time, the 

optimization problem is more complex and, in the example system, having with a smaller 

solution space.  Previous research that does not take this into account will identify 

optimal solutions that are infeasible if solved at a smaller hydraulic time step than the 

time step of pump operations.  
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2.2.4 Full scale system application 

The application presented herein is also unique in that no previous study was 

applied to a real network.  A larger WDS network has more complex hydraulics and 

strengthens the idea of using model objective cost as a calibration indicator since 

quantifying reduction in parameter and predictive uncertainty becomes almost non-

intuitive for a modeler. 

 

2.3 Conclusions and Future Work 

This study introduces a new methodology to assess the value of additional data in 

calibrating a WDS model.  The proposed method guides the modeler to determine the 

best possible sampling design by monitoring the cost.  The results have shown that the 

answer to where and how many additional loads should be induced is different for 

different calibration measures.  Minimizing parameter or predictive uncertainty does not 

always suggest the cheapest solution.   

Since the WDS hydraulics is very complex, the pipes that are critical in 

calibration are not always clear to the modeler.  Hence, designing a sampling experiment 

can not always be done intuitively.  The proposed methodology helps identify the best 

sampling scheme under the changing flow conditions of calibration process. 

A second study was completed to compare the amount of data required to 

adequately calibrate a WDS model for two different model objectives: daily operation 
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and system expansion design.  As expected, it has been shown that an operation model 

needs less sampling experiments since the flows in the system are small and the change 

in model objective cost is not as sensitive to the estimated parameter values as in a design 

model.  

Both studies were repeated with different number of pipe groupings to test the 

effect of the number of parameters on the outcomes.  It has been observed that pipe 

grouping helps improve calibration accuracy given enough sampling data.  The spatial 

distribution of pipes within a group and the flow through those pipes are also important 

factors that affect the calibration accuracy.   

Additional study can be conducted considering different sampling and loading 

locations, number of groups, and different types of gauges. The optimal solution would 

be different for each physical network layout that is considered.    

For a design model, critical pipe groups on the design cost could be identified and 

localized samplings could be done to increase the accuracy of their estimated values.  

This focused data sampling could help reduce the amount of field trips and expense of 

data collection.  Alternatively, pressure transients may be used for data collection.  Since 

time-varying sampling provides more data at a time, the number of field trips may be 

decreased further.   

While only pipe roughness coefficients are considered as uncertain in this study, 

further study can be carried out to investigate the effect of demand uncertainty in addition 
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to roughness coefficient uncertainty on model based decisions. Also, the probabilistic 

approach followed in this dissertation may be improved either by using a Bayesian 

approach or by estimating the probability distribution function of the pipe roughness and 

predicted nodal heads.  
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APPENDIX A: EFFECT OF UNCERTAINTY ON WATER 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MODEL DESIGN DECISIONS 

Derya Sumer1, Student Member and Kevin Lansey2 

 

I. ABSTRACT  

The goal of calibrating a water distribution model is to establish a numerical 

model that represents the real system.  Given the uncertainty in field data, recent studies 

have examined model parameter and predictive uncertainties and how those uncertainties 

can guide future data collection experiments.  However, a model is to be used in some 

decision making process and those decisions can be influenced by the model uncertainty.  

Therefore, a methodology is presented here to evaluate the impact of uncertainty in pipe 

roughness values on decisions that are made using the model for a system expansion 

design using a steady state hydraulic model. 

To complete the analysis, model parameter uncertainty is evaluated using a first 

order second moment (FOSM) analysis of uncertainty.  Parameter uncertainties are then 

propagated to model prediction uncertainties through a second FOSM for a defined set of 
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demand conditions.  Finally, model prediction uncertainties are embedded in an optimal 

design model to assess the effect of the uncertainties on model-based decisions.  If 

uncertainty levels are large, the monetary benefits of reducing uncertainties from 

additional data collection can be addressed directly by examining the change in the 

design cost with additional data.  For demonstration, the methodology is applied to a 

small literature network.   

Results suggest that the cost reductions are related to the convergence of the mean 

parameter estimates and the reduction of parameter variances.  The impact of each factor 

changes during the calibration process as the parameters become more precise and the 

design is modified.  Identification of the cause of cost changes, however, is not always 

obvious. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

A mathematical model of a water distribution system should be calibrated to 

ensure that the model truly represents the real network.  Early work on the calibration 

problem assumed that available data was exact; and by varying the system parameters 

(generally pipe roughness and nodal demands but may include minor loss coefficients) 

the difference between observed values in the field and the calculated values from the 

model was minimized.  Later studies considered the errors in field measurements as a 

source of uncertainty.  While all parameters in a network model are in fact uncertain, it is 

difficult to work with all of the random variables.  Therefore, common practice is to 

assume that parameters that are of less importance or more difficult to estimate are 

deterministic.  In general, roughness coefficients are used as calibration parameters while 

nodal demands are assumed to be known with certainty. 

In practice, common measures of a satisfactorily calibrated model are that the 

predicted values are within several feet or meters of the measured pressure heads or that 

tank levels track measured values.   Tank levels are not significantly affected by changes 

in roughness coefficients so this metric generally fails to provide a true test of the 

calibration. Most commonly, pressures are not measured during stressed periods so the 

response to a roughness parameter is very small and a large range of parameter values 

give nearly the same pressures.  Here, engineering logic can reasonably provide 

satisfactory parameter estimates.  However, rather than to simply match field 

measurements, more often a model’s goal is to accurately predict pressure conditions 
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under rarely occurring fire or high demands. In these cases, when the effect of parameters 

is significant, predictions from coefficients based on judgment may be far from correct. 

Thus, systematic calibration processes are necessary.  

Once uncertainty is incorporated in the calibration process, the first questions that 

arise are how to assess the accuracy of the calibration and what accuracy is needed.  Bush 

and Uber (1998) suggested using the uncertainty (variance) of the model parameters (pipe 

roughness coefficients) known as D-optimality as the criterion for assessing calibration 

accuracy.  D-optimality is computed by taking a first-order approximation of the 

covariance matrix of the pipe roughness coefficients based upon the gradients of the 

system equations for the measured conditions.  The sum of the diagonal terms of the 

covariance matrix (known as the matrix trace) is used as the D-optimality metric.  Lansey 

et al. (2001) proposed propagating the pipe roughness coefficient uncertainties to 

estimate the variances of pressure heads predicted for a set of modeler defined conditions 

or prediction uncertainty.  They argued that uncertainties in predicted conditions, either 

using individual nodal head values or the sum of diagonals of the covariance matrix, are 

more intuitive and interpretable.   

Depending on the problem that the model will be used to address, the desired level of 

model accuracy is likely to change.  Therefore, the Lansey et al. approach is extended 

here to evaluate the impact of the uncertainties on model decisions. Within this 

methodology, a modeler can assess the value of additional field data on the basis of the 
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impact on the model based decisions and their cost. The focus in this paper is a network 

that is undergoing a system expansion to supply areas outside the existing network. 
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III. BACKGROUND 

A. Calibration techniques  

Several researchers have studied calibrating hydraulic models of water distribution 

systems (WDS).  The methodologies investigated can be grouped into two major areas.  

Early methods used so called direct (or explicit) methods where the unknown parameters 

are solved from a set of equations given data from field measurements (Boulos and Wood 

(1990), Boulos and Ormsbee (1991)). In this group of approaches, the number of 

unknowns must be equal to the number of equations.  As in all applications, pipes are 

grouped assuming that the pipes in the same group will have the same roughness 

coefficients to reduce the number of unknowns.  In the case of more available 

measurements than the number of unknowns, the measurements that are more critical are 

used and the excess ones are discarded.  This leads to loss of information.  In addition, 

this type of approach does not consider data uncertainty and the resulting calibrated 

parameters are assumed to be certain. 

So-called implicit methods were developed later. These tools optimize parameters 

by minimizing the difference between model predictions and the field measurements.  In 

this approach, it is possible both to use more measurements than unknowns and to 

introduce parameter uncertainty.  The problem is to minimize an objective function of the 

sum of squares of the differences between measured and predicted parameter values. 

Constraints include the conservation of mass and energy equations and upper and lower 

bounds for decision variables.   
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A number of techniques have been used to solve this non-linear problem. Lansey 

and Basnet (1991) used a gradient-based non-linear programming (NLP) technique. To 

reduce the problem size, they solved the system equations separately instead of 

embedding them as constraints in the NLP.  The NLP with reduced parameters and 

objective function performed well in their three example applications.  However, the 

optimal parameters did not always match their true values.  Other researchers have 

successfully solved the calibration problem using stochastic search techniques such as 

genetic algorithms (Vitkovsky et al. (2000), De Schaetzen et al. (2000), Meier and 

Barkdoll (2000), Kapelan et al. (2003) and Kapelan et al. (2003)). 

 Reddy et al. (1996) used a weighted least squares approach based on the Gauss-

Newton technique to minimize the difference between the measured and estimated heads.  

They calculated the sensitivity of estimated heads to a change in the calibration parameter 

(roughness coefficient), ∆C.  This gradient is multiplied by ∆C at each iteration and 

added to the estimated head until ∆C is reasonably small.  Weights are determined by one 

of several methods.  These methods vary according to the magnitude and nature of the 

measurement error.  The authors applied their methodology to three networks including a 

real network using three types of measurement data: error free data, noisy data (small 

errors), and noisy measurements with some bad data (gross errors).   

 To begin to examine the effect of parameter uncertainty, Araujo and Lansey 

(1991) used the first order second moment method to the nonlinear hydraulic model 

considering demands and roughness coefficients as uncertain.  Later, Xu and Goulter 
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(1998) extended this linearized model to estimate the variance of predicted heads given 

the probability distributions of nodal demands, reservoir levels, and pipe roughnesses.  

The method was verified using Monte Carlo simulation.   

 Water distribution network calibration raises the question of the best 

representative sampling for nodal heads.  A number of studies have been completed in 

this area.  Bush and Uber (1998) developed a method for calibration that minimizes the 

uncertainty in model parameters.  The authors proposed three statistical measures related 

to D-optimality and compared results from the alternative measures.  

 Lansey et al. (2001) also used D-optimality to calculate the probability 

distribution of roughness coefficients.  They then extended the approach by propagating 

the uncertainty in measurements to estimated roughness coefficients and predicted heads 

for other conditions; and calculated the model prediction errors using a first order second 

moment approach.  The predictive uncertainty (also known as I-optimality) was used to 

guide the sampling design.  Assuming a set of measurements are readily available, a new 

sampling condition is selected among potential alternative conditions as the one that 

causes the largest reduction in predictive uncertainty. 

De Schaetzen et al. (2000) used three different approaches for sampling design: 

two are based on shortest paths and the third used sensitivity and entropy.  Given the 

number of sampling locations, the first two methods calculate the shortest path from the 

source to every other node in the network.  The node furthest from the source is selected 

as a measurement location.  The methods continue iteratively until a fixed number of 
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sampling locations are chosen.  The second method is slightly different. It assigns zero 

length to all pipes that were a part of the path chosen at the previous iteration and 

completes an analysis like the previous method.  The third approach uses the sensitivity 

of measured heads with respect to the calibrated roughness coefficients by calculating a 

sensitivity matrix numerically and Shannon’s entropy function that defines the evenness 

of the sampling design layout.  These two criteria are combined in the objective function 

of a GA and the objective function is maximized.  

 Meier and Barkdoll (2000) assumed deterministic and steady state flow conditions 

in a different optimal sampling demand condition design approach.  They presume that a 

pipe’s roughness only affects system pressures if it causes an observable head loss.  As an 

indirect measure, they judged that if the pipe velocity exceeds a threshold value then it 

will cause the observable head loss. If some portions of the system are not sufficiently 

stressed, the roughness coefficients of the under-stressed pipes cannot be accurately 

calculated.  Therefore, a GA is posed that maximizes the total length of pipes that have 

non-negligible velocities (>0.328 m/s (1.0 ft/s)) by changing the nodal demands.  

 Kapelan et al. (2003) used a multi-objective GA to solve the sampling design 

problem.  One objective was to maximize the calibrated model accuracy and the other 

was to minimize the sampling cost.  Given the number of measurements, three different 

calibration accuracy criteria are compared: D-optimality and A-optimality from Bush and 

Uber (1998) and prediction uncertainty from Lansey et al. (2001).  A-optimality is the 

average of the standard deviations of the parameters.  Their important findings are (1) 
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that the optimal set of N sampling locations is not necessarily a subset of a similar set of 

the optimal sampling sites for N+1 sampling locations; (2) high demand and distant 

points are more sensitive to pressure change and hence are, in general, more critical to 

sample.  However, due to possible correlation between the parameters the resulting 

critical sampling locations are not always intuitively selectable and (3) the first and third 

calibration measures are preferred over the A-optimality. Since D-optimality is 

computationally easier, it was recommended. 

Later, Kapelan et al. (2005) applied a Bayesian calibration approach that does not 

require assumptions on the normality of the parameters.  According to their results, the 

parameters’ probability density functions are similar to a normal distribution except in the 

tails of the distribution.  They calculated and compared parameter and predictive 

uncertainties.  

 Several of the above techniques provide a means to estimate the uncertainty in 

parameter estimates but what criteria can an engineer apply to judge if the standard 

deviation of a pipe roughness is 5 or 10 Hazen-Williams units?  Predictive uncertainty 

gives more information in that the effect of the parameter uncertainty is propagated to a 

pressure head uncertainty that may be adequate for understanding if an operational model 

can predict a possible failure. Under design or operation conditions, how important is a 

predicted pressure head standard deviation of 2 meters?  Thus, “How important is model 

prediction uncertainty?” remains a question.  This study investigates the effect of 
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parameter uncertainty and model prediction error on model-based decisions and examines 

how data can be collect to reduce these uncertainties.  
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IV. CALIBRATION METHODOLOGY   

To provide guidance on the impact of uncertainties, the calibration methodology 

in Figure 1 has been developed in an attempt to assess the effect of model prediction 

uncertainty on model based decisions.  This information can then be fed back to the data 

collection process to determine conditions for collecting additional information.  In this 

paper, the model goal is to assist in designing a system expansion. Although all 

parameters contain some uncertainty, only pipe roughness coefficients are considered as 

calibration parameters here. The steps taken in the methodology are described in 

following subsections.  

The process begins with a set of collected data that will be used to calibrate the 

hydraulic model. Field data consists of head measurements from locations throughout the 

network.  The demand condition, that is assumed to be known with certainty, is also 

available. Measurements are made under a range of demand conditions.   

 

A. Parameter Estimation 

 Using the data defined above, an implicit parameter estimation scheme is applied 

to minimize the sum of squared difference between the set of measured and calculated 

head values.  This optimization problem can be written as:     
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Subject to:  0=)C,G(H P  (2) 

CCC ≤≤  (3) 

where Hm
 and Hp

 are vectors of field measured and model predicted heads, respectively .  

FM is the number of field measurements for each demand pattern k.  In the application 

presented here, the “measured” values are computed by a deterministic hydraulic model 

and random errors are added to introduce field uncertainty.  Since the heads are all of 

similar magnitude, the terms are not normalized in the objective function.  The 

conservation of mass and energy relationships are represented by a set of functions (G) of 

the pressure heads and the unknown pipe roughness coefficients, C (Eq. 2). This set can 

represent one or more measurement demand conditions.  Conservation of mass is given 

by: 

∑ =−
j

iij 0dQ   for i = 1, … N. (3a) 

where di is the flow demand at node i and flow into a node is positive and Qij is the flow 

through from node i to j . 

Conservation of energy can be written in several forms. The pipe equations form of the 

system of equations uses the head loss for each pipe as conservation of energy.  The 

Hazen-Williams equation is used to calculate frictional losses: 
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Alternatively, the pipe’s relative roughness as it affects the Darcy-Weisbach friction 

factors can be considered as the model parameter.  Note that the C value directly affects 

pressure heads through the headloss term.  The roughness coefficients are bounded with 

values defined by engineering judgment (Eq. 3).   

 A genetic algorithm (GA) scheme developed at the University of Arizona is used 

to solve this problem.  The optimization routine follows a general GA scheme with 

couple twists.  Available pipe diameters are coded from 1 to 9 and a random population is 

generated using uniform distribution.  Pipe diameters are decoded into real pipe sizes and 

design cost is calculated for each individual in the population.   

The population is sorted according to cost values in ascending order.  Each 

individual is assigned a reproduction probability that is calculated by normalizing each 

individual’s objective function value by the maximum acceptable cost.  Maximum 

acceptable cost is determined as: 

tpopulationtpupulation coscos 3 σµ ∗+=M  (3c) 
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Any individual with a cost higher than M is assigned a zero reproduction probability.  A 

pre-defined number of parents are selected by comparing each individual’s reproduction 

probability to a randomly generated number using a standard normal distribution.  Once a 

set of parents is selected, each sequential parents provides 50% of its genes for the child.  

For example, if there are 8 new pipes to be designed, 4 alternative diameters come from 

one parent and the other 4 come from the other parent.  The specific genes to be passed 

on the child are again determined randomly.  According to the previous example, which 4 

of the pipe diameters are assigned from each parent is determined using a random 

selection.  This approach provides variety in genes of the new generation.  Even if two 

identical parents were used, different children would be obtained each time.   

Mutation is carried out by swapping two random genes in a child.  The child to go 

under mutation is again selected by comparing a randomly generated mutation 

probability to a predetermined mutation probability (0.05).   

Children are accepted as individuals to the new generation, where the rest of the 

population is filled using sorted previous individuals.  At each generation, a number of 

individuals equal to the number of children with the highest objective values are deleted.  

This procedure is repeated until there is no significant improvement in minimum 

objective function value for the whole population.  An insignificant improvement is 

defined as no reduction of cost by 1/1000th of the previous value for the last 10 iterations.  

This whole GA procedure is carried out with fresh random populations for a pre-

determined number of times according to the number of genes in each individual.   
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B. Parameter Uncertainty Estimation   

Assuming that the C values (with units [m0.37s-1]) computed in the calibration step 

are their mean values, the covariance matrix (a square matrix) of the calibrated parameters 

can be estimated by a first-order approximation (D-optimality measure) by: 
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The derivatives are computed using the Xu and Goulter’s (1998) analytical scheme and 

are evaluated at the solution point of the calibration problem simultaneously for all field 

measurement conditions. The gradients can also be estimated numerically by a difference 

equation. Note that only the gradient terms for measured locations are included.  The 

series of equations in the matrix G (Eq. 2), are written by embedding the right-hand-side 

of Eq. 5 in Eq.4.  Later, 
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is a nonlinear function of the heads. 
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C. Model Prediction Uncertainty  

To estimate the uncertainty that propagates to model predictions due to 

uncertainty in model parameters (Lansey et al. 2001), a second first order analysis is 

completed.  Araujo and Lansey (1991) and Xu and Goulter (1998) showed that a first 

order analysis of uncertainty to compute the variances of model predicted nodal heads is 

accurate except for large parameter uncertainties and, in some cases, in the extreme 

ranges of the nodal heads.  A truncated Taylor series expansion is used for the first order 

approximation of the nodal heads or:  

T
DD
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The gradient terms are evaluated analytically at the mean parameter values for some 

design demand condition(s).  In this study, a “design” demand condition is used for 

evaluation of the systems ability to supply flow under extreme conditions that cannot be 

induced and measured. The diagonal terms in Cov(HD) are the nodal pressure head 

variances under the design demand condition and can be computed for all nodes in the 

network.   

 

D. Design Based Data Collection  

 The magnitude of model prediction uncertainty provides an intuitive indicator on 

the quality of a model calibration.  However, a better gage is to understand the impact on 
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the cost of that uncertainty.  As noted, here the hydraulic model is assumed to be used in 

a system expansion design.  Similar steps would be taken for other model purposes such 

as system operation.  Under the given uncertainty in predicted heads, the best design for a 

desired confidence level is determined using a chance constrained optimization 

formulation. The model that is solved using a genetic algorithm is written as: 

Minimize cost:   ),(F DH D    (6) 

Subject to:       0),( =DHG D  (7) 

 )D,D(DD ∈  (8) 

α
D ≥≥ )( HHProb , for all nodes (9) 

The objective function (Eq. 6) is to minimize the cost of the new pipes that is a function 

of new pipe diameters, D, while satisfying the constraints that are essentially the 

conservation of mass and energy as functions of pipe sizes, pressure heads, HD, and nodal 

demands (Eq. 7).  Pipes are selected from a defined set of diameters (Eq. 8).  A genetic 

algorithm optimization method (GA) is used to solve this problem and the decisions are 

consider as discrete variables. The design pressure heads must be greater than the 

minimum head requirement, H, with some confidence level, α (E q. 9). This constraint 

incorporates the uncertainty in estimated nodal pressure heads that propagates from field 

measurements.  Assuming that the pressure heads are normally distributed, this constraint 

can be converted to a deterministic equivalent of the form as: 
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 HσH ≥− −
DH

D

α)(F 1  (10) 

where DH are the mean estimates of the nodal heads that are computed from solving the 

set of conservation of mass and energy equations under the design demand and the 

present estimate of mean roughness coefficient values.  The variances of predicted heads 

are computed as described in the previous section using Eq.5.  F
-1(α) is the inverse 

probability distribution for the assumed distribution at confidence level, α. Since a GA is 

only applicable to unconstrained problems, Eq. 10 is appended to the objective function 

in a penalty term to convert the problem to an unconstrained form. The penalty term is: 

( )( )( )0,min1 1 HσHM −−∗∗−= −
DH

D

αFpenalty   (11) 

where M is an array of large positive numbers determined by the modeler.   

 It is important to note that Eq. 10 includes a term related to the mean parameter 

values that are estimated with measured data and are expected to approach their true 

values during the calibration process.  The second term represents the uncertainty in those 

parameters that should decrease with additional field data.  Clearly, the mean and 

variance of the predicted parameters both affect the optimal design. 
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E. Collecting Additional Field Data    

 The last three sections provided background on the mechanical steps that 

comprise the overall data collection process. Additional data should be collected with the 

goal of reducing the design cost by reducing the parameter and model prediction 

uncertainties.  As new field measurements are collected, the uncertainty in predicted 

heads is expected to decrease (Eqs. 5 and 10).  Since the variance of HD
 decreases, Eq. 10 

is relaxed and the optimal cost will decrease.  The modeling question is: what conditions 

should be induced in the field to provide additional information. The approach taken is to 

solve the least cost system expansion for several potential alternative demand and 

sampling conditions.  

The data collection goal is to identify the condition that provides the most 

information causing the largest decrease in design cost prior to actually expending the 

money and manpower to collect the data.  Thus, potential new measurements conditions 

are identified and added to those conditions already measured.  Assuming that the present 

estimate of the mean value is correct, Eq. 4 can be solved for the new smaller variance of 

C.  This estimate can then be used in Eqs. 5 and 10 in the design problem and a new 

design determined that approximates the conditions after the additional demand is 

available.  The benefits in terms of a lower expected cost design can then be assessed 

directly.  Other data collection conditions can then be evaluated and the benefits between 

conditions can be compared.  Note that the measurement conditions can be alternative 

demand scenarios and/or alternative measurement locations.   
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This approach allows the modeler to evaluate if it is cost effective to collect 

additional data by comparing the benefit of additional measurement loads with the cost of 

collecting the data. This criterion or a budget limitation would stop the looped data 

collection procedure.  
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V. APPLICATION  

To demonstrate the methodology, the example from Lansey et al. (2001) is 

revisited (Figure 2).  The network contains 16 pipes and 12 nodes (Table 1).  It is 

assumed that the primary goal of the network model is to be used in evaluating system 

expansion designs (Figure 2) under the design demand condition of 1.8 times the normal 

load (shown on Figure 2).  It is assumed that data has been collected for four 

measurement conditions described as base loads: 

1- Normal (N)  

2- Low (L) = 0.4*N 

3- High (H) = 1.4*N 

4- Fire (F) = 0.8*N + 127 l/s at nodes 3 and 8 

Pressure heads were measured at nodes 3, 5, 6, 9, and 11 for each demand.  Note 

that measurements do not necessarily have to be at the same location for all measurement 

loads.  Measurement errors were introduced by adding normally distributed random 

components with 0 mean and 0.372 m2 (4 ft2) variance to the true heads.     

A set of five possible additional measurement conditions are proposed and the 

sequence of best conditions will be determined using the methodology shown in Figure 1. 

The new loads are:  
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• Qp
1: 0.8*N + Fire at node 1 (+127 l/s) 

• Qp
2: 0.8*N + Fire at node 7 (+127 l/s) 

• Qp
3: 0.8*N + Fire at node 4 (+127 l/s) 

• Qp
4: 0.8*N + Fire at nodes 4 and 5 (+127 l/s each) 

• Qp
5: 0.8*N + Fire at nodes 2 and 9 (+127 l/s each) 

The set of random numbers generated to simulate the field measurement errors for the 

base loads and additional loads is listed in Table 2. 

Based on the pipe physical characteristics, the Hazen-Williams coefficient has a 

limited range and the large uncertainties are not realistic (Table 3a).  Modeler judgment 

can provide additional information.  In this case study, a limit of 20 is defined for the 

maximum standard deviation of pipe roughness. The adjusted standard deviations listed 

in Table 3b were used in later analyses.   

Following the data collection procedure, parameter uncertainty is propagated to 

prediction uncertainty within the optimal design model. Piping and installation costs vary 

with pipe diameter and whether the pipe is located in an existing (pipes 22 -24) or the 

newly developed area (pipes 17 - 21) (Table 4). The minimum pressure requirement was 

defined as 30 m. A chance constraint was added to the GA in the form of Eq 11 assuming 

that pressure heads are normally distributed.  A confidence level imposed was 99% in the 

probabilistic constraints.  The elements of M in the penalty term were fixed at 108.  
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During each calibration procedure iteration, parameters are estimated using the 

existing measurements that are described as base loads to calculate the mean values of 

roughness coefficients.  The base load set increases with the additional measurement 

conditions as the calibration process continues. Using the calibrated parameters from the 

base loads, additional loads are considered to estimate their impact on the parameter and 

predictive variances and optimal costs. 

 

A. Results for different pipe group sizes 

The methodology is applied to the same model for different numbers of parameter 

by grouping the pipes into eight, six, and three groups.  Figures 3-5 show the changes in 

the traces of the pipe roughnesses and predictive head covariance matrices and the 

optimal design cost for all three cases.  The analysis here is intended to focus on 

parameter calibration rather than model errors. Therefore, the data provided for parameter 

estimation for each pipe group analysis was computed based on the model with that 

number of pipe groups.   

As expected, the overall uncertainty in model parameters and model predictions 

decrease with more information. The optimal design results, however, are more 

complicated.  Although the trace measure for predictive uncertainty decreases 

monotonically for all parameter sets, cost fluctuations occur.   
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Optimal costs change as the chance constraint relationship (Eq. 10) is altered in 

two ways.  First, as more information is provided during the calibration process, the mean 

parameter values change that, in turn, cause DH  to change.  Parameter values can 

increase or decrease depending upon the new field data. As the estimated mean C of a 

critical group increases, the headlosses in these pipes decrease and pipes with smaller 

diameters can be chosen in the design problem.  The optimal cost may even fall below 

the deterministic optimal cost if coefficient values are overestimated. The opposite occurs 

when C-values are lower than their true values.  

The second reason for an optimal cost change is that, as more data is collected, 

the parameters and model prediction variances decrease. With stable, reasonably accurate 

parameters estimates, smaller pressure head variances cause the chance constraints to be 

less restrictive lowering optimal design costs. The hypothesis that the value of new 

information will reduce cost and can be used to estimate the value of the information is 

based on this reasoning. This rationale is also the basis for using D or I-optimality as the 

calibration process measure.  

 

B. Three pipe groups 

Figure 6 plots the mean parameter values versus the optimal cost for the three 

parameter case in which the 13 pipes are grouped into 3 sets (Figure 6). Changes in group 

1’s mean parameter values do not have a visible effect on the design cost.  At iteration 2, 
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group 2’s C-value increases slightly and the predictive variance falls abruptly. The design 

cost also decreases considerably, likely due to the decrease in predictive uncertainty 

(Figure 4).  At the third iteration, the predictive uncertainty decreases slightly and group 

3 roughness increases. Either of these changes or some combination of them could cause 

the observed significant optimal cost decrease. At iteration 4, the cost increases. Since the 

prediction uncertainty falls, the only explanation is a change in a parameter mean. Group 

2’s parameter is only one with a higher value compared to iteration 3 so its parameter 

controls the change in design cost. After this iteration, the cost decreases slightly while 

pipe group 2 and 3 are flat or decrease.  Pipe group 1 that until these iterations did not 

appear to influence the optimal cost does go up about 2 units.  Most probably, the decline 

in the predictive variance is the controlling factor.  

Thus, in the three parameter case the mean values are relatively constant and 

converge to their true values. With the small set of pipe groups, this small network is 

likely especially sensitive to individual parameter estimates. However, with little 

variability in the means, parameter uncertainty (the second factor for lower optimal costs) 

plays an important role in the design cost except for iteration 3. As seen, the predictive 

variance decreases monotonically and the variance reduction at node 13 (the critical 

design node) occurs rapidly in the 3 parameter case.  A modeler might stop after the 

fourth iteration if the cost of sampling was more than the decrease in design cost. After 

iteration 3, the value of new information is small and the design cost is relatively 

constant.  
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The data collection load sequence (Qp
1, Qp

4, Qp
5, Qp

3, and Qp
2) shows that it is not 

always intuitively clear for an engineer to choose the sampling location.  The first load 

added, Qp
1, does not include loads that are the largest or most distant from the source that 

are typical engineering judgment criteria. Data collection demand condition selection is 

discussed in more detail in a later section. 

 

C. Six pipe groups 

For the six pipe group case, three additional parameters are calibrated with same 

number of data and errors as the 3 pipe group analysis. During this calibration process, 

the mean estimated C values are more variable and convergence to their true values is 

poorer than the three-parameter case (Figures 7a and b).  Some correlation is seen 

between roughness coefficients and the cost fluctuation.   

To better understand the relation, a sensitivity analysis is carried out in order to 

find the critical pipe group that has the most effect on the predicted heads at the critical 

node with pressure at or nearly equal to its lower bound in the design problem (node 13). 

This group is identified by evaluating the predictive variance with only one pipe group as 

being uncertain and all other assumed to be constant. Group 4 is the critical group for all 

iterations for all alternative loads for the six parameter case. 

Although the roughness value for group 4 is relatively constant, through iteration 

3, the cost decreases. Other parameters except for group 5 do not vary significantly. 
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Group 5 does increase at iteration 2 and to some degree tracks the objective function 

changes later in the process. Thus, the decrease in cost is likely caused by a combination 

of parameter and predictive uncertainty reduction. In iteration 4, predictive uncertainty 

continues to drop but cost increases. The group 4 parameter estimate is the only C value 

that decreases so it is the controlling parameter. Although group 3’s C-value changes 

dramatically during this iteration, its effect is very small since it carries the least flow.  

In iteration 5, the cost decreases.  Mean values decrease for groups 1 and 4 and 

increase slightly for other groups.  Since the increases are not large, the decrease in cost 

is most probably due to decreasing predictive variance. Finally in iteration 6, the cost 

increases and groups 2, 5, and 6 parameter values decrease slightly as does the prediction 

uncertainty (Figure 4).  As the estimated values approach their true values, the cost 

appears to be more sensitive to minor changes in this small network.   

 

D. Eight pipe groups 

The results with eight pipe groups show that the mean C values vary considerably 

throughout the calibration process.  It appears that fluctuations in cost for 8 groups can be 

related to changes in mean C values.  Groups 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 C values are plotted in 

Figure 8a and generally show an inverse relationship with the design cost whereas this 

link is not apparent for groups 4, 7, and 8 (Figure 8b).  As seen groups 1 and 6 mirror 

changes in cost during all iterations. Except for iteration 5, cost decreases with increasing 
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group 5 C-values and vice versa. Thus, it appears that in this model representation that 

the mean values have not been estimated very well due to the limited field data and cost 

is sensitive to their change. At the last iteration, 45 measurements have been made to 

estimate 8 parameters.  However, the spatial distribution affects the independence and 

data value. Tools, such as identifiability, to quantify the value of information are needed 

to better design data collection experiments for water networks. 

Overall, it is possible to interpret qualitatively why the design cost changes. 

Controlling factors are the sensitivity to the parameters and the stability of their 

estimates. Design cost is affected primarily by the mean values of parameters in early 

calibration process iterations.  After they are stabilized, their and the resulting prediction 

variance begins to play a larger role in the cost optimization.  

  

E. Identification of data collection loading condition 

As noted earlier, minimizing parameter uncertainty, predictive uncertainty and the 

model objective cost do not always result in parallel solutions.  This result is not 

unexpected given the global nature of the first two measures. This section provides a 

detailed analysis of how the method is applied and a new measurement condition is 

selected at the first iteration of eight pipe groups case.   

Before testing any new load, data from the four base loads are analyzed and the 

resulting standard deviations for each pipe group are computed by Eq. 4 (Table 3a) as 
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input to the parameter estimation problem (Eqs. 1-3).  In the first iteration of the 

calibration process, to evaluate the impact of additional information, each possible 

measurement condition is added independently to the four initial available measurement 

demands. The prospective new demand condition has not been measured in the field, so 

during the evaluation the mean parameter values from the previous iteration do not 

change since no new information is available. The gradient terms for the additional 

demand condition are computed at those mean values and are appended to the matrix in 

Eq. 4 to update the covariance matrix of the pipe roughness coefficients. Table 5 lists the 

trace of the resulting matrices for each new potential measurement condition and shows 

that the trace decreases in all cases.   

This pipe roughness covariance matrix is then passed to Eq. 5 to compute the 

predicted pressure heads within the optimization problem (Eqs. 6-9) and the system is re-

optimized with the new data. Values shown in Table 5 are the trace of the predictive 

uncertainty at the optimal solution. The largest parameter uncertainty reduction occurred 

when load 4 was added to the base demand set (Table 5).    Since the resulting flow 

distribution may have small flows in highly uncertain pipes and have little impact on the 

predicted heads, the change in the Tr(Var(C)) is based on all pipe coefficients and is not 

directly translated to the prediction uncertainty. As seen in Table 5, predictive head 

uncertainty suggests that load 5 should be induced due to the decrease its value from 8.64 

to 6.88 m2.  Predictive uncertainty is computed after the system is optimized which is 

different than its usual application. At the optimal design, the flow distribution may 

change between iterations as different set of pipes are included in the system expansion.  
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The demand that caused the largest reduction in cost was load 2.  Load 2 provides 

reductions in pressure head standard deviation for nodes 13 and 14.  These nodes have 

the minimum pressures in the final design indicating that these measurement conditions 

provide useful information.  By replacing a pipe (pipe number 24) with a smaller 

diameter pipe, the expected cost reduction for the second load, Qp
2, was largest. Thus, it 

is selected to be added to four base conditions to form the base load set for the next 

iteration, Base2.  The methodology (i.e., parameter estimation, parameter uncertainty, 

predictive uncertainty, and optimization) is repeated and results are presented in Tables 5 

and 7. The second iteration shows a similar results that using parameter uncertainty (D-

optimality), predictive uncertainty (I-optimality), and model objective cost as calibration 

criterion can result in selecting different data collection loads. 

 

F. Increase in estimated cost 

In general, one would expect that the lower variance in predicted pressure heads 

would result in smaller pipe diameters since the second term in Eq. 10 is reduced and the 

constraint is less restrictive.  However, some costs actually increased compared to the 

initial base condition (Table 5).  This result is unexpected. For those cases, it was 

confirmed that the optimal solution computed using the base load information was 

infeasible for the base load data that was supplemented with the new demands. The 

intermediate calculations are examined more closely to understand the reason behind this 

behavior.   
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Higher costs are due to an increase in predictive uncertainty at one or more nodes.  

For example, in the first iteration, standard deviation of predicted head at node 13 

increased when load 3 is added to the base loads and caused a reduction in calculated 

pressure at that node causing the pressure head after adjusting for the chance constraint to 

fall below minimum allowable pressure head (Eq. 10).   

One would expect that the previous iterations optimal solution would remain 

feasible after the new condition was added to the measured set during the demand pattern 

identification since the parameter are not changed and the 
C

H

∂

∂ D

matrix is the same for 

the same design conditions. Since they were not, the only possible explanation is a 

change in parameter uncertainty covariance matrix (Eq. 5). Although the trace of this 

matrix consistently decreases, the off-diagonal terms in the Cov(C) matrix change as the 

new information is added. The gradient matrix 
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 in Eq. 4 expands each time 

information from a new load is added.   

A second change in the Cov (C) matrix is the bound on the maximum roughness 

coefficient standard deviation that was imposed citing engineering judgment. This 

limitation is carried out by calculating the correlation coefficient between each group of 

roughness coefficients, setting diagonal terms in the covariance matrix to 400 if they have 

a larger original value, and re-calculating the off-diagonal elements using same 

correlation coefficients calculated before the adjustment.  This intervention results in 

higher and lower off-diagonal terms than the original matrix and apparently affects the 
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resulting prediction uncertainty matrix.  This problem is largely due to limited data in the 

early iterations to correctly estimate the roughness coefficients. As more information is 

added with additional demands, parameter values become more accurate, the number of 

adjusted variance values decrease and increasing prediction uncertainty and cost occurs 

less often.    

 

G. Estimated predictive uncertainty increase 

Some loads resulted in higher predictive uncertainty than the base condition. As 

different pipe diameters are chosen within the GA for each load combination, the flow 

distribution and the gradient matrix ( CH ∂∂ D ) change.  Therefore, the average of head 

variances may increase. This is illustrated in the third column of Table 5 that lists the 

estimated predictive uncertainty values for alternative loads that are tested.    

 

H. Analysis of correlation between parameter uncertainty and flow distribution 

Correlation exists between high flows and parameter uncertainties. Larger flows 

in pipes are expected to result in smaller roughness coefficient uncertainty. Parameter 

uncertainty becomes smaller as additional information is collected and can be explained 

mathematically by examining Eq. 4. The numerical values of the elements in the 

sensitivity matrix increase as more information is collected.  If the imposed load results 
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in larger flows in some pipes, larger changes in the uncertainty of roughness coefficients 

will result due to the larger values of CH ∂∂ P .  This effect can be seen by comparing 

the number of pipes with higher flow rates and the standard deviations of roughness 

coefficients for iteration 2 (Table 8a and 8b).  Since flow rates and pipe sizes may alter 

the impact of flow changes, the number of pipes is recognized as not being an exact 

indicator but, as proposed by Meier and Barkdoll and discussed below, it does reflect the 

general trend.  

Compared to the flow patterns resulting in the optimal design for Base2, Qp
4 has 

higher flows in almost all pipes while Qp
5 increased flow rates in nine pipes.  Loads Qp

3 

and Qp
1 increased flow in fewer pipes. The same sequence of loads is seen when 

comparing the number of pipes that have a smaller standard deviation of C’s than the 

Base2 case.  However, as seen earlier, the new measurement load that most reduces the 

parameter uncertainty is not necessarily the best choice for reducing design costs  

 

I. Analysis of correlation between predictive uncertainty and flow distribution 

A general correlation between high flows and low predictive uncertainties is 

observed.  However, the load that provides high flows in more pipes does not necessarily 

end up with low uncertainty in more nodes.  In addition, the spatial spread of nodes with 

smaller variances can impact the system design cost.  As an example, the second iteration 

of eight pipe-group case is re-studied.  Tables 9a and 9b list the flows in the optimal 
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expanded network that are calculated using the new pipe diameters after each loading 

condition is added in iteration 2.  If Qp
5 is added to the set of demands in Base2, the 

number of pipes having higher flow rates than in Base2 is 10 while adding demand 

pattern Qp
1 increases flow in 12 pipes.  However, Qp

5 provides higher flows in the mains 

and in the new pipes.  Therefore, the number of nodes that have less uncertainty in heads 

compared to Base2 is 11 for Qp
5 (10 for Qp

1, 2 for Qp
4, and 1 for Qp

3).  This sequence is 

the same if the predictive uncertainties and the costs are sorted in ascending order 

according to Table 7. 

   

J. Analysis of measurement condition selection  

In general, one would expect to observe lower cost designs as higher the pressures 

at critical nodes are maintained.  However, given the complex interactions between pipe 

sizes, roughness uncertainties and the resulting flow distribution, one cannot reach a 

conclusion simply by examining the critical nodes and their pressure heads. The number 

of pipes with less uncertainty, their distribution in the network, the number and location 

of nodes with higher pressures all affect the selection of measurement conditions. 

The critical nodes in this design problem are nodes 13 and 14 with higher 

elevations at locations far from the source.  When the final nodal pressures (after 

accounting for their uncertainty in the chance constraint) and selected pipe diameters for 

the new pipes are compared (Table 10), although Qp
1 appears more advantageous because 
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it results in 8 nodes that have higher pressures than Base2 (Qp
4 has 4, Qp

3 has 3, and Qp
5 

has 2 nodes).  Qp
5 caused highest pressures at the critical nodes, however, that was not 

the cause for lowest cost.  It also reduced predictive uncertainty in nodes 1 and 2 the most 

that allowed a smaller diameter to be selected for the longest new pipe (pipe 22) resulting 

in the lowest cost.  

 

K. Estimated Cost versus Calculated Cost 

The design cost improvement that is computed from the optimization model 

during the load identification step is only an estimated value and is impacted by the true 

C values and the measurement errors. The difference between the predicted improvement 

and actual result may be significant.  For example, when adding condition 5 to the Base2 

loads in iteration 3, the new cost is expected to be $509,201 (Table 7).  However, the 

actual cost decreases to $477,864 (Table 11).  At the next iteration (iteration 4), the cost 

was expected to drop to $469,511 but it increased to $513,912 after the model was 

recalibrated with the new data and the pipe roughness coefficients changed.  

 

L. Convergence of mean roughness coefficients 

The calibrated roughness coefficients approach their true values if the relevant 

pipes carry significant flow (Table 12) which is consistent with Meier and Barkdoll’s 

(2000) hypotheses and engineering judgment.  For example in the eight-group case, 
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groups 1 (pipe 8) and 7 (pipes 5, 6, 13) have the poorest convergence.  Pipe 8 has a small 

flow, thus pressures are less sensitive to changes in its roughness coefficient.  Since it is 

the only pipe in the group, it does not benefit from information on other pipes.  Random 

components that are added for field simulations also affect the convergence of C values 

to true values. 

At iteration 4, the mean parameter estimates were much closer to their true values, 

particularly for pipes carrying high flows. It may be such that the limited amount of data 

prior to iteration 4 was not sufficient to provide good parameter estimates. As discussed 

earlier, parameter uncertainty decreases as more information is collected (Figure 3).  

Similarly, model prediction uncertainty decreases monotonically (Figure 4).  This result 

points to the need for more rigorous statistical analysis or identifiability studies to 

provide guidance when sufficient is in place to provide stable estimates. Another 

possibility is to apply the Bayesian approach (Kapelan et al. (2005)) to determine 

parameter uncertainty and carry those distributions and statistics in the framework 

presented here. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the premise that a hydraulic model is constructed to address one or more 

engineering issues, a methodology is presented for assessing the value of alternative 

sampling and experimental designs on the changes in the model-based decisions and their 

cost. A detailed examination of alternative calibration criteria is also performed. During 

the data collection process, changes in parameter uncertainty, predictive uncertainty, and 

the design cost do not follow the same pattern. If the parameter uncertainty or the 

predictive uncertainty is used as the calibration criterion, improvement in these criteria by 

collecting more data does not necessarily result in a monetary benefit.   

Sampling design using engineering judgment is the common practice, however as 

the results suggest, a water distribution system is very complex and the best sampling 

location is not always intuitively obvious.  In general, the goal is to increase energy 

losses and parameter sensitivity.  But, identifying the pipes that are most important may 

not be clear, particularly during design as the calibration and optimal decisions are 

strongly affected by the flow distribution in the network. As new data is collected, the 

calibrated parameters can change and alter the flow distribution.  In addition, new pipe 

sizes that are selected during the design process may alter the flows to a greater extent.  

A number of calibration/modeling issues remain and can be addressed using the 

approach presented herein. Pipe grouping requires knowledge of the system and 

engineering judgment. The spatial distribution of pipes within a group and the flow 

through those pipes can influence the calibration process and accuracy. Measurement 
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conditions and locations have begun to be addressed in the paper but more complex 

sampling designs can be considered. Meters can be placed at different nodes that are 

identified as critical to the load applied.  The optimal sampling locations will be different 

for each physical network layout.  A more detailed study can be developed to optimize 

the loading locations, metering locations for each load, number of groups, and the type of 

pressure gauges used.   

From a statistical analysis perspective, the methodology uses some fairly 

rudimentary tools. It can be improved by examining how to estimate the probability 

distribution function of the pipe roughness and predicted nodal heads. It is possible that 

models developed for different purposes will require different levels of model accuracies.  

A follow up study will test the formulated methodology for different model purposes 

such as pump operations and system rehabilitation/cleaning/expansion. Finally, 

alternative data sources are available for pipe network modeling, such as pressure 

transients. This approach can be extended to incorporate that data source. 
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VIII. TABLES 

Table 1. Physical data for application network. 

Pipe 
Number 

Length 
(m) 

Diameter 
(mm) 

Roughness  
C 

1 3048.0 610 110 
2 1524.0 457 110 
3 1524.0 406 100 
4 1676.4 356 100 
5 1066.8 305 120 
6 1676.4 356 120 
7 1371.6 305 90 
8 762.0 152 90 
9 1066.8 305 90 

10 670.6 381 90 
11 1981.2 457 110 
12 1524.0 356 100 
13 1676.4 305 120 
14 914.4 356 100 
15 1219.2 306 100 
16 1219.2 406 90 
17 914.4 - 120 
18 914.4 - 120 
19 1371.6 - 120 
20 1066.8 - 120 
21 1676.4 - 120 
22 4145.3 - 120 
23 2072.6 - 120 
24 182.9 - 120 

 
 

Table 2.  Random pressure head errors introduced to simulate field measurement errors. 

 Loads 

Node 
Number Normal Low  High Fire QP

1 QP
2 QP

3 QP
4 QP

5 

3 1.448 1.537 -0.901 0.662 -0.505 0.806 -0.694 -0.462 0.629 
5 0.205 1.110 0.554 0.888 -0.417 0.121 -2.237 0.799 -1.013 
6 0.589 -1.110 -0.415 0.172 -0.615 -0.222 1.098 0.897 -0.347 
9 0.856 0.818 0.199 1.322 0.883 1.134 -1.229 -1.647 -0.701 

11 0.812 -0.926 2.081 1.317 -0.146 -1.467 0.221 -0.737 1.002 
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Table 3a and b: Standard deviations of the group pipe roughness for the four base loads and the 
base loads plus the additional loads.  Also listed are the pipes in each group. 

(a) Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient standard deviations without using limit of 20. 

  
Loads 

Group Pipes 
Base 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 8 
372 368 335 257 244 94 

2 10 
42 42 38 32 29 16 

3 11 
25 18 17 21 16 20 

4 1, 2 
8 3 5 5 3 4 

5 14, 15 
204 199 66 107 53 149 

6 3, 4, 12 
47 40 26 28 17 19 

7 5, 6, 13 
45 42 21 21 16 28 

8 7, 9, 16 
40 40 34 29 28 18 

Trace  
241635 231624 128539 96660 70256 58333 

 
 

(b) H-W roughness coefficient standard deviations imposing a maximum value of 20. 

 
Loads 

Pipes 
Base 

1 2 3 4 5 

8 
20 20 20 20 20 20 

10 
20 20 20 20 20 16 

11 
20 18 17 20 16 20 

1, 2 
8 3 5 5 3 4 

14, 15 
20 20 20 20 20 20 

3, 4, 12 
20 20 20 20 17 19 

5, 6, 13 
20 20 20 20 16 20 

7, 9, 16 
20 20 20 20 20 18 

Trace 
5713 5531 5550 5659 4801 5085 
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Table 4: Pipe cost as a function of diameter:  

Diameter D  (mm) 
Cost ($/m) 

(pipes 22-24) 
Cost ($/m) 

(pipes 17-21) 

1 152 4.0 3.6 
2 203 8.2 7.4 
3 254 13.9 12.4 
4 305 22.7 20.4 
5 356 34.4 30.9 
6 406 49.3 44.3 
7 457 67.8 61.0 
8 508 90.8 81.7 
9 610 147.3 132.7 

 

 

 

 
Table 5. Results obtained after the first iteration of the methodology.  The minimum values of 

parameter uncertainty, predictive uncertainty and the design cost are underlined. 

 

Pipe 
roughness 
uncertainty 

Pressure 
head 

prediction 
uncertainty  

Selected Diameters (mm) for New Pipes 

Loads Sum(σ2
C) Sum(σ2

H) Cost 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Base 5713 8.64 $530,078 203 152 305 406 152 406 610 508 
Base + Qp

1 5531 7.91 $530,932 203 152 305 406 152 406 610 610 
Base + Qp

2 5550 8.21 $529,669 203 152 305 406 152 406 610 457 
Base + Qp

3 5659 8.88 $534,403 254 152 305 406 152 406 610 406 
Base + Qp

4 4801 7.98 $534,029 254 152 305 406 152 406 610 356 
Base + Qp

5 5085 6.88 $534,029 254 152 305 406 152 406 610 356 
Deterministic 0 0.00 $428,323 152 203 356 406 152 305 610 406 

Base2 5565 8.58 $529,748 152 203 305 406 152 406 610 406 
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Table 6: Standard deviations of the predicted head values (in meters) for the four base loads and 
the base loads plus the additional loads (minimums at each node are underlined).  

 Loads 

Nodes Base Qp
1 Qp

2 Qp
3 Qp

4 Qp
5 

1 0.55 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.53 0.35 
2 1.10 0.80 0.87 0.86 0.67 0.53 
3 0.42 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.48 0.67 
4 0.64 0.67 0.76 0.77 0.73 0.82 
5 0.67 0.69 0.73 0.76 0.72 0.83 
6 0.59 0.62 0.72 0.74 0.72 0.77 
7 0.79 0.86 0.70 0.81 0.72 0.93 
8 1.18 1.12 1.09 1.17 1.09 0.81 
9 1.05 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.02 0.74 

10 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.27 
11 0.92 0.93 1.00 0.96 0.99 0.85 
12 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.21 
13 0.74 0.72 0.73 0.79 0.79 0.76 
14 1.04 0.99 0.97 1.03 1.00 0.76 

 
 

Table 7. Results obtained after the second iteration of the methodology. 

 

Pipe 
roughness 
uncertainty 

Pressure 
head 

prediction 
uncertainty  

Selected Diameters (mm) for New Pipes 

Loads Sum(σ2
C) Sum(σ2

H) Cost 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Base2 5565 8.58 $529,748 152 203 305 406 152 406 610 406 
Base2 + Qp

1 5407 7.56 $525,675 254 254 254 356 152 406 610 406 
Base2 + Qp

3 4907 11.58 $544,825 152 152 356 457 152 406 610 356 
Base2 + Qp

4 4502 9.06 $539,852 305 152 305 406 152 406 610 406 
Base2 + Qp

5 4719 5.64 $509,201 254 152 356 508 152 356 610 406 
Deterministic 0 0.00 $428,323 152 203 356 406 152 305 610 406 
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Table 8a and b: Flow values and the standard deviations of roughness coefficients for iteration 2.  
(a) Flows calculated for the existing network in iteration 2 (maximums at each pipe are 

underlined). 

 Flows in Pipes (l/s) 

Pipe no. Base2 Base2 + Qp
1 Base2 + Qp

3 Base2 + Qp
4 Base2 + Qp

5 

1 267 341 341 468 468 
2 148 118 194 262 267 
3 63 50 99 139 59 
4 22 17 66 106 26 
5 -6 -4 -43 24 4 
6 -37 -29 -68 -127 -21 
7 21 17 13 8 117 
8 -6 -5 -9 -14 -32 
9 -28 -23 -27 -32 -49 

10 74 59 106 160 137 
11 -119 -95 -147 -206 -200 
12 41 33 60 88 46 
13 -16 -13 -26 -25 0 
14 34 27 66 94 26 
15 10 8 47 75 7 
16 17 14 14 14 14 

 
(b) Standard deviations of roughness coefficients in iteration 2. 

 Standard Deviations of Pipe Roughness Coefficients (C’s) 

Pipe no. Base2 Base2 + Qp
1 Base2 + Qp

3 Base2 + Qp
4 Base2 + Qp

5 

1 5 3 4 3 3 
2 5 3 4 3 3 
3 20 20 20 16 15 
4 20 20 20 16 15 
5 20 20 15 15 20 
6 20 20 15 15 20 
7 20 20 20 20 20 
8 20 20 20 20 20 
9 20 20 20 20 20 

10 20 20 20 20 16 
11 18 14 15 15 14 
12 20 20 20 16 15 
13 20 20 15 15 20 
14 20 20 20 20 20 
15 20 20 20 20 20 
16 20 20 20 20 20 
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Table 9a and b: Flow values and the standard deviations of nodal heads for iteration 2.  

(a) Flows calculated for the expanded network in iteration 2. 

 Flows in Pipes (l/s) 

Pipe no. Base2 Base2 + Qp
1 Base2 + Qp

3 Base2 + Qp
4 Base2 + Qp

5 

1 244 244 245 244 262 
2 182 184 181 182 201 
3 129 131 127 129 124 
4 55 58 53 55 50 
5 5 2 3 -3 2 
6 -60 -68 -54 -61 -54 
7 27 28 24 26 22 
8 -24 -23 -23 -23 -24 
9 43 42 41 43 46 

10 195 192 196 194 203 
11 -62 -61 -64 -62 -61 
12 92 92 93 92 89 
13 -16 -20 -12 -17 -15 
14 65 69 62 66 60 
15 21 26 18 22 17 
16 -90 -89 -91 -90 -96 

 
(b) Standard deviations of nodal heads for the expanded network in iteration 2. 

 Standard Deviations of Nodal Heads (m) 

Node  Base2 Base2 + Qp
1 Base2 + Qp

3 Base2 + Qp
4 Base2 + Qp

5 

1 0.46 0.41 0.47 0.46 0.39 
2 0.86 0.73 0.82 0.64 0.62 
3 0.51 0.57 0.61 0.50 0.39 
4 0.76 0.71 0.97 0.83 0.64 
5 0.71 0.66 0.96 0.82 0.66 
6 0.73 0.67 0.98 0.83 0.61 
7 0.75 0.69 0.97 0.78 0.63 
8 1.16 1.14 1.27 1.19 0.83 
9 1.11 1.11 1.19 1.13 0.79 

10 0.21 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.25 
11 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.93 
12 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.22 
13 0.78 0.63 1.07 0.87 0.66 
14 1.04 0.92 1.20 1.09 0.79 
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Table 10: Pressure values for iteration 2 after chance constraint correction.  Maximum pressures 

at each node are underlined. 

 Pressure head (m) 

Node Base2 Base2 + Qp
1 Base2 + Qp

3 Base2 + Qp
4 Base2 + Qp

5 

1 48.82 48.93 48.76 48.80 48.37 
2 39.64 39.86 39.76 40.15 38.59 
3 33.31 32.88 33.22 33.28 32.35 
4 31.93 31.55 31.70 31.68 31.38 
5 35.01 34.65 34.71 34.70 34.32 
6 34.11 33.99 33.65 33.83 33.35 
7 38.71 38.79 38.17 38.64 37.75 
8 39.74 40.03 39.29 39.72 39.21 
9 41.52 41.61 41.36 41.56 41.38 

10 55.87 55.88 55.55 55.86 55.56 
11 48.45 48.51 48.38 48.47 47.81 
12 57.79 57.80 57.80 57.77 57.51 
13 30.01 30.00 30.07 30.11 30.06 
14 30.15 30.14 30.02 30.14 30.26 

 
 

Table 11.  Results obtained from (a) 3rd (b) 4th, (c) 5th, and (d) 6th iterations. 

 

Pipe 
roughness 
uncertainty 

Pressure 
head 

prediction 
uncertainty  

Selected Diameters (mm) for New Pipes 

Loads Sum(σ2
C) Sum(σ2

H) Cost 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

(a)            

Base3 4796 5.47 $477,864 254 152 305 406 152 356 610 406 
Base3 + Qp

1 4439 4.65 $472,735 203 152 305 406 152 356 610 406 
Base3 + Qp

3 3867 4.66 $473,130 203 152 305 406 152 356 610 457 
Base3 + Qp

4 3467 3.48 $469,511 152 254 305 356 152 356 610 457 

(b)            

Base4 3720 4.65 $513,912 305 152 356 508 152 356 610 305 
Base4 + Qp

1 3634 4.26 $489,055 152 152 356 457 152 356 610 457 
Base4 + Qp

3 3352 4.16 $489,055 152 152 356 457 152 356 610 457 

(c)            

Base5 3570 3.99 $500,123 152 152 356 508 152 356 610 508 
Base5 + Qp

1 3230 3.67 $488,286 152 152 356 457 152 356 610 356 

(d)            

Base6 3331 3.59 $504,058 254 203 305 508 152 356 610 406 

Deterministic 0 0.00 $428,323 152 203 356 406 152 305 610 406 
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Table 12.  Calibrated roughness coefficients after each iteration. 

  Loads  

Group 
no. Pipes Base Base2 Base3 Base4 Base5 Base6 

True 
value 

1 8 104.62 104.62 114.08 92.71 97.79 101.36 90 
2 10 88.36 87.44 92.69 88.36 88.36 85.35 90 
3 11 119.64 117.27 118.71 108.51 110.18 109.33 110 
4 1, 2 109.60 109.60 107.75 111.09 110.18 110.18 110 
5 14, 15 110.21 106.21 117.07 98.20 90.24 103.85 100 
6 3, 4, 12 101.58 102.43 107.37 99.53 101.58 103.77 100 
7 5, 6, 13 96.44 102.70 101.11 108.63 109.66 108.13 120 
8 7, 9, 16 80.04 87.72 85.97 90.17 89.25 89.25 90 

 
Table 13. Sum of absolute values of flows in each group for six parameter case. 

  Total Flow (lps) 

  Base2 Base3 Base4 Base5 Base6 

  QP5 QP1 QP2 QP4 QP3 

Group1 197.0 95.0 147.6 207.2 148.1 

Group2 738.2 459.2 533.6 728.1 533.1 

Group3 29.4 32.4 44.4 155.5 106.0 

Group4 135.9 100.8 198.6 328.7 222.2 

Group5 29.4 47.8 115.4 169.4 143.6 

Group6 345.6 116.6 169.2 228.7 169.7 

 
 

Table 14. Sum of absolute values of flows in each group for three parameter case. 

  Total Flow (lps) 

  Base2 Base3 Base4 Base5 Base6 

  QP1 QP4 QP5 QP3 QP2 

Group1 390.1 636.9 496.1 487.2 458.8 

Group2 297.6 816.5 572.1 572.0 506.5 

Group3 165.9 363.5 405.8 266.3 242.2 
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IX. FIGURES 

  Calibrate WDS model with collected 
data 

Compute uncertainty in pipe roughness 
coefficients (D-optimality) 

 

Identify new measurement conditions/locations to reduce 
predictive uncertainty and design cost 

Determine optimal system expansion design using a 
chance constraint optimization model 

Compute WDS model predictive uncertainty 

 

 

Figure 1. Calibration/data collection methodology flowchart  
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Figure 2. System layout for application network. Solid lines represent existing system. 

Dashed lines represent the new pipes, nodes and demands to be added in the design 

condition. 
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Figure 3. Variation of parameter uncertainty through all iterations for all three case 

studies. 
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Figure 4. Variation of predictive uncertainty through all iterations for all three case 

studies. 
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Figure 5. Variation of design cost through all iterations for all three case studies. 
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Figure 6. Change in design cost and estimated mean roughness coefficients for three pipe 

groups. (Group 1 pipes: 1,5,6,13 with true value 120; Group 2 pipes: 2,4,11,12,14,15 with 

true value 100; Group 3 pipes: 3,7,8,9,10,16 with true value 90) 
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Figure 7a. Change in design cost and estimated mean roughness coefficients for six pipe 

groups. (Group 4 pipes: 3,4,12 with true value 100; Group 6 pipes: 7,8,9,10,16 with true 

value 90) 
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Figure 7b. Change in design cost and estimated mean roughness coefficients for six pipe 

groups. (Group 1 pipes: 11 with true value 110; Group 2 pipes: 1,2 with true value 110; 

Group 3 pipes: 14,15 with true value 100; Group 5 pipes: 5,6,13 with true value 120) 
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Figure 8a. Change in design cost and estimated mean roughness coefficients for eight 

pipe groups. (Group 1 pipes: 8 with true value 90; Group 2 pipes: 10 with true value 90; 

Group 3 pipes: 11 with true value 110; Group 5 pipes: 14,15 with true value 100; Group 6 

pipes: 3,4,12 with true value 100) 
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Figure 8b. Change in design cost and estimated mean roughness coefficients for eight 

pipe groups. (Group 4 pipes: 1,2 with true value 110; Group 7 pipes: 5,6,13 with true 

value 120; Group 8 pipes: 7,9,16 with true value 90) 
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 APPENDIX B. WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

CALIBRATION AND ASSESSMENT FOR ALTERNATIVE 

MODELING OBJECTIVES 

 

Derya Sumer1 and Kevin Lansey2 

 

 

I. ABSTRACT 

 

A water distribution system (WDS) model may be developed for different 

purposes and the required prediction accuracy is not necessarily the same for each goal. 

As such, the amount of data necessary to adequately calibrate a system for different 

purposes varies depending upon the model use.  Therefore, the goal of the model and the 

decisions based on model should direct the calibration process.  

To examine the impact of model purpose on the calibration process, a real WDS 

system is presented comparing data collection needs for two different model objectives: 

system expansion design under a high demand steady state condition and daily pump 

scheduling.  Results demonstrate that an operation model can be calibrated with limited 

data since the sensitivity to decisions is small and the hydraulic conditions are very 
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stable. A system expansion WDS model requires significant data since the high demand 

condition causes critical low pressures. Model predictions of those pressures are strongly 

influenced by calibrated parameters. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

Mathematical models of water distribution systems are built for many different 

objectives such as designing a new system, designing a new addition to an existing 

system, or help determining the best way to operate a system.  In order to serve its 

purpose, the model must be calibrated to represent the real system.  In practice, 

calibration is generally carried out assuming that all the parameters are certain.  Early 

research developed techniques to determine the system parameters by matching model 

predictions to field observations.  

Field measurements are inherently uncertain and likely the most significant source 

of uncertainty in the calibration process.  Measurement inaccuracies propagate to 

parameter uncertainty. Therefore, later studies began to address parameter uncertainty in 

the calibration process. While all parameters in a network model are uncertain, common 

practice is to assume that parameters that are of less importance or more difficult to 

estimate are deterministic.  In general, roughness coefficients are used as calibration 

parameters.  

Two calibration uncertainty measures have been adapted from statistical 

literature: parameter uncertainty and predictive uncertainty.  Parameter uncertainty or D-

optimality is a measure of the accuracy of the model parameters.  It is calculated using a 

first-order approximation of the covariance matrix of the pipe roughness coefficients 

using the gradients of the system equations for the measured conditions (Bush and Uber 
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1998).  The sum of the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix is often used as 

calibration metric. 

The latter approach, model prediction or predictive uncertainty also known as I-

optimality, was introduced by Lansey et al (2001) and extends the uncertainty of 

parameters to analyze their effect on model predictions. Here, the variances of pressure 

heads predicted by the WDS model are calculated by propagating the pipe roughness 

coefficient uncertainties using a second first order second moment variance analysis.   

Although these approaches provide measures of the model quality, the goal of the 

calibrated model and the impact of the calibration on the decisions based on the model 

should be accounted for n the calibration process and direct the required model accuracy. 

Therefore, the Sumer and Lansey extended earlier measures to evaluate the impact of the 

uncertainties on model decisions.   
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III. BACKGROUND 

Parameter estimation for water distribution systems models has been extensively 

studied.  The goal of a parameter estimation exercise is to match model computed nodal 

heads with measured values in field, various methods have been applied.  Recent studies 

use optimization methods to minimize the measured and calculated head differences.  

These approaches allow the number of measurements to exceed the number of unknowns 

and facilitate incorporating field measurement uncertainty into calibration.  Non-linear 

programming (Lansey and Basnet (1991)) and more recently, stochastic search 

techniques, mainly genetic algorithms, have been used successfully (Vitkovsky et al 

(2000), De Schaetzen et al (2000), Meier and Barkdoll (2000), Kapelan et al (2003) and 

Kapelan et al (2003)).  Araujo and Lansey (1991) and Xu and Goulter (1998) studied 

uncertainty in calibration assuming calibration parameters are normally distributed; and 

Kapelan et al (2005) used a Bayesian approach for the same purpose.  

Several measures have been proposed by researchers to assess the quality of the 

calibration and to design data collection experiments.  De Schaetzen et al (2000) used 

three different approaches for sampling design.  The first two methods are based on 

shortest path where the shortest path is calculated from source to every other node in the 

network where the furthest node from the source is selected as a measurement location.  

The third method utilizes sensitivity of measured heads with respect to the calibrated 

roughness coefficients and the evenness of the sampling design layout and combines 

these two criteria to identify an optimal data collection condition.  
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Meier and Barkdoll (2000) developed a heuristic sampling design approach based 

on the premise that a pipe’s roughness coefficient will only affect nodal pressures if the 

pipe velocity exceeds a threshold value.  Roughness coefficients of under-stressed pipes 

cannot be accurately calculated.  Assuming deterministic system and steady state flow 

conditions, they formulated an optimization problem to maximize the total length of 

pipes that have non-negligible velocities (>0.328 m/s (1.0 ft/s)).   

Bush and Uber (1998) used the concept of D-optimality to calibrate a WDS to 

minimize the uncertainty in model parameters for the sampling design.  The goal of 

sampling design was to select measurements and locations that were sensitive to changes 

in parameter values. The resulting design did not guarantee optimality, but authors 

suggested that by comparing many designs, a near-optimal sampling design could be 

reached.  Lansey et al (2001) also used D-optimality to calculate the probability 

distribution of roughness coefficients due to measurement errors.  However, once they 

calculated the uncertainty in roughness coefficients, they extended the approach and 

estimated the uncertainty in model predictions using a first order second moment 

approach also known as I-optimality.  Sampling design was completed in a heuristic 

based on reducing predictive uncertainty.   

A multi-objective optimization problem to maximize the calibrated model 

accuracy and minimize the sampling cost was proposed by Kapelan et al (2003).  For a 

given number of measurements, they compared D-optimality and A-optimality from 

Bush and Uber (1998) and prediction uncertainty from Lansey et al (2001).  A-optimality 
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is the average of standard deviations of parameters.  The first and third calibration 

measures are preferred over the A-optimality. Since D-optimality is computationally 

easier, it was recommended. 

Sumer and Lansey (2007) used the effect of uncertainty on model based decisions 

as a measure of calibration accuracy.  As in Lansey et al (2001) approach, a two-step first 

order second moment (FOSM) analysis of uncertainty is carried out to calculate 

parameter and prediction uncertainties resulting from uncertain field measurements.  

Calculated prediction uncertainties are embedded in an optimal system expansion design 

model.  The methodology starts with a certain set of field data.  Additional field sampling 

recommended if uncertainty levels are large. Additional data collection provides direct 

monetary benefits in terms of design cost.  A small literature network is used to 

demonstrate the results.  The same approach is applied with different number of pipe 

groups to assess the effect of grouping on calibration results.   

Optimal design and operation of WDS have also been widely studied.  Optimal 

design methodologies have been developed since the mid-1970s and are summarized in 

Boulos et al (2005). Uncertainties in model parameters have been embedded in 

probabilistic-based design methods (Lansey et al (1989), Xu and Goulter (1998), Kapelan 

et al (2005)).  To minimize energy costs, optimal pump operating rules are searched using 

NLP techniques (Chase and Ormsbee 1991 Brion and Mays 1991, Ulanicki and Orr 1991, 

Lansey and Zhong 1990, Cohen et al 2000), stochastic search techniques (Van Zyl et al 

(2004)), and artificial neural networks (Broad et al (2005)).  However, effect of 
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uncertainty and accuracy of calibration needed for operation purposes has not been 

studied.   

One of the goals of this study is to assess the need for model accuracy for 

different model objectives.  The Sumer and Lansey (2007) approach is applied to a real 

network to develop models for two purposes: optimal system expansion design and 

optimal operation.  The amount of data needed to complete the calibration is compared 

between the two conditions. In addition, effect of number of pipe groups in design model 

is also investigated to compare results between an actual mid-sized network and the small 

literature network in Sumer and Lansey (2007).   
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IV. METHODOLOGY   

The impact of uncertainties of model parameters needs to be assessed so that the 

modelers can make the best informed decisions. The sensitivity of decisions to parameter 

and predictive uncertainty is expected to be different for different model objectives.  Two 

model objectives are considered in this study: design of a WDS expansion and pump 

selection to operate a WDS.  The steps to complete this comparison are based on the 

methodology presented by Sumer and Lansey (2007) as seen in Figure 1. While 

uncertainty is present in all model parameters, only pipe roughness coefficients are 

assumed to be uncertain in this study.  A description of the procedure in each block is 

given in the following sections. 

 

A. Estimating WDS model Parameters 

 WDS model parameter estimation is completed by minimizing the objective 

function of the sum of squared differences between measured and model predicted nodal 

heads:   
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where Hm
 and Hp

 are the field measured and model predicted heads, respectively.  In this 

paper study, measured head values are generated by solving a hydraulic model under 

steady state conditions using the true deterministic parameter values. Random terms are 

added to represent measurement errors and field data uncertainty. FM is the number of 

field measurements for each demand pattern k.   

Conservation of mass and energy are represented by the matrix of functions (G) 

that are functions of the pressure heads and the unknown pipe roughness coefficients, C 

(Eq. 2).  Conservation of mass is given by: 

∑ =−
j

iij dQ 0   for i = 1, … n. (4) 

where di is the flow demand at node i and flow into a node is positive, and n is the 

number of nodes. 

Conservation of energy can be written using the head loss for each pipe.  The 

Hazen-Williams equation is used to calculate frictional losses: 
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where Hi and Hj are heads at two consecutive nodes given in meters, L is the length of the 

pipe (m), and D is the pipe diameter (m).  The series of equations in the matrix G, are 

written by embedding the right-hand-side of Eq. 5 to the Eq. 4. The resulting set of n 

equations can then be solved for the n unknown nodal heads H. 
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The optimization decision variables, the pipe roughness coefficients, are limited 

by user defined upper and lower bounds, C and C , respectively, that are set by 

engineering judgment (Eq. 3).  Any of a number of methods can be used to solve this 

parameter estimation problem.  Here, a genetic algorithm is applied. 

 

B. Parameter Uncertainty Estimation   

Assuming that the C values computed in the calibration step are the mean values, 

the covariance matrix of the calibrated parameters can be estimated by a first-order 

approximation (D-optimality measure) by: 
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The derivatives for measured locations can be computed analytically as shown in Xu and 

Goulter or, as estimated here, numerically by central differences about the mean value.   

 

C. Model Prediction Uncertainty  

Applying the approach presented by Lansey et al (2001), a second FOSM analysis 

is completed in order to estimate the uncertainty that results in the WDS model 

predictions (nodal head values) due to uncertainty in model parameters (roughness 

coefficients):  
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Again, the gradient terms are evaluated numerically about the mean parameter 

values.  The diagonal terms in Cov(H
D) are the nodal head variances under the 

design/operation condition computed for all nodes in the network.  For the system 

expansion model, pressure head variances are computed for the design demand 

conditions. For the operation model, the covariance matrix of the pressure heads is 

evaluated for a typical daily sequence of demands.   

 

D. Model Objective Based Data Collection  

 In order to assess the effect of field measurement uncertainties on model based 

decisions, chance constraint optimization problems are formulated and solved by a 

genetic algorithm (GA) for the system expansion design and operation problems.  

  

D.1. Optimal pump operations under uncertainty 

A chance constrained optimal pump operation model is formulated and solved to 

minimize the energy costs.  Pump operating schedules, S, are the model decisions and are 

coded as binary elements.  A pump operation schedule is determined to minimize the 
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energy cost needed to operate the system pumps for a 24 hours period (Eq. 8).  This 

problem is written as: 

Minimize cost:   ),(F SH O    (8) 

Subject to:       0),,( ====CSHG O  (9) 

 
H

tank

final

tank

initial HH δδδδ≤≤≤≤−−−−  (10) 

 αHH ≥≥ )( OProb , for all nodes (11) 

where H is the array of total nodal heads, Htank
 is the head at the tank, C is the array of 

roughness values throughout the network  , H are minimum allowed heads at the nodes 

that comply with a certain minimum pressure requirement for each node, and α is the 

confidence level.    The objective function (Eq. 8) calculates the daily energy cost of 

operating the system based on the chosen pump schedule (S).  S is an array of 24 binary 

elements for each pump to represent the pumps on-off status for each hour of the 

operation period.  Eq. 9 is the conservation of mass and energy equations. In this 

problem, Eq. 4 and 5 are written in terms of an extended period simulation on an hourly 

time step for 24 hours.  In addition to the node and pipe equations, the extended period 

analysis requires updating the tank level, Htank, by: 

(((( )))) tQQ ∆∆∆∆∗∗∗∗−−−−====−−−− outin

tank

final

tank

initial HH  (12) 

Eq. 10 requires that the tank levels at the beginning and end of the day to be nearly equal. 

δΗ is the allowable deviation between initial and final tank water levels.  Eq. 11 is a 

chance constraint for meeting the minimum head requirement for all nodes, H, and for all 
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times.  This constraint is converted to a deterministic equivalent and appended to the 

objective function in a penalty term.   

If a tank level falls during the time period, pressure heads at the end of the period 

are lower than at the beginning of the period. Available hydraulic simulation models only 

check the pressure conditions at the beginning of the period. To ensure that pressures are 

satisfied, pressure heads are checked throughout the simulation rather than only at the 

beginning of hydraulic time steps.  We are unaware of published pump scheduling model 

that verifies this condition. 

 

D.2. System expansion optimization under uncertainty 

For system expansion design problem, under the given uncertainty in predicted 

heads, the best design possible assuming a defined confidence level is determined from: 

Minimize cost:     F(HD, D) (13) 

Subject to:       0)( ====CDHG ,,D  (14) 

 )D,DD(∈D  (15) 

 α)HH ≥≥D(Prob , for all nodes (16) 

The objective function, F, (Eq. 13) is the total design cost that is a function of the pipe 

lengths and the diameters of newly installed pipes (D).  The pipe diameters are selected 

from a defined candidate diameter set (Eq. 15).  Finally, Eq. 14 represents the 
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conservation of mass and energy as functions of pipe sizes and roughness coefficients, 

nodal heads, HD, and nodal demands. 

The set of chance constraints (Eq. 16) requires that the minimum total head 

requirement, H, must be satisfied for all nodes with some confidence level (α) (Eq. 16) to 

ensure minimum allowed pressures for the design. The chance constraints can be 

converted to their so-called deterministic equivalents by inverting the probability 

distribution of the nodal head: 

HFH ≥− −
DH

σα
D

)(1  (17) 

where 
D

H are the mean estimates of the nodal heads that are computed from solving the 

conservation of mass and energy equations under the design nodal demands and the 

present estimate of mean roughness coefficient values.  The variances of predicted heads 

are computed as described in the previous section using Eq. 7.  F
-1

(α) is the inverse 

probability distribution for the assumed distribution at confidence (reliability) level, α. 

GAs can not solve constrained optimization problems. Eq. 17 is appended to the 

objective function in a penalty term: 

( )( )( )0,min**1 HHpenalty −−−= −
DH

1D

σαFM          (18) 

where M is an array of large numbers defined by the modeler to ensure that this term is 

much larger than any feasible solution.   
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E. Identifying New Sampling Conditions 

 The procedure discussed to the point is applied given set of available data.  As 

additional data is collected from the field, parameter and model prediction uncertainties 

are expected to reduce (Eq. 6 and 7).  Since the variance of HD
 decreases, Eq. 11 and 17 

are relaxed and the optimal cost is expected to decrease. However, as shown in Sumer 

and Lansey (2007), the mean parameter estimates also affects the optimal solution.  

 To identify the best additional sampling condition, potential alternative 

demand/measurement conditions are tested. To evaluate the data’s value without 

performing the field sampling, the present C value estimates are assumed to correct. A 

new measurement condition is evaluated using those C values, parameter uncertainty is 

updated and the optimal design/operation problem is solved. The monetary benefit of 

adding each alternative measurement condition is assessed.   

This procedure is completed for user identified demand/measurement location 

conditions. The most promising alternative is then chosen. During an actual field 

calibration, this condition would be measured in the field and added to the data set.  Here, 

the condition is simulated in the hydraulic model using the true roughness coefficients. 

The computed pressure head values are perturbed by adding random deviations 

representing measurement error. The calibration procedure beginning with parameter 

estimation with the expanded data set is then completed. Note that the measurement 

conditions can be alternative demand scenarios and/or alternative measurement locations.  

It is also possible to allow multiple field conditions to be added in one iteration of the 
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calibration procedure as they may be collected in one field effort without estimating the 

parameters. 

This overall process of measurement condition identification, parameter 

estimation and optimization is repeated until the modeler reaches some defined criteria. 

As shown in Figure 1, the steps in this procedure are the same for a model that will be 

used for design or for determining operations. The difference is in the optimization 

problem that is solved for the specific application.  
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V. APPLICATION TO A REAL SCALE NETWORK 

Earlier work applying this methodology by Sumer and Lansey (2007) considered 

a small system with 16 pipes. A full scale network that consists of 116 pipes, 90 nodes, 1 

reservoir, and 1 tank (Figure 2) is studied as an application. The total length of pipes in 

the system is 60 km (37.9 mi). The total average demand is 896 L/s (31.65 cfs).  Initially, 

pipes are randomly grouped into eight groups with 7, 15, 13, 18, 16, 15, 17, and 15 pipes 

having C values equal to 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, and 115, respectively.  The 

optimization routines for calibration, design, and operation are connected to EPANET 

hydraulic solver.  

Ten sampling locations are chosen according to spatial distribution of pipes 

within different groups (Figure 2). To simulate field measurements, the network is solved 

under calibration loads using the true C values. Random deviations that were assumed to 

be normally distributed with variance σ2 equal to 0.372 m2 (4 ft2) were then added to the 

calculated heads to represent measurement error.  Assuming four initial field sampling 

loads, parameter estimates are determined solving the problem posed in Eqs. 1-3.  

The C values obtained from parameter estimation procedure are assumed to be 

their mean values.  A first order second moment (FOSM) approach is then used to 

calculate the variance of the roughness coefficients (Eq. 6). The required gradients are 

computed numerically. The roughness coefficient of each pipe group is incremented and 

decremented (+/- 1 unit), the network is solved using EPANET for each measured 
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demand condition. Central differences between the heads are used to calculate 
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+ and C
- are the perturbed 

roughness coefficients and H+ and H- are related head values. 

Base loads (i.e., those assumed measured at the beginning of the process) are: 

1. Normal Load (NL) 

2. High = 1.3 * NL 

3. Fire 1 = 0.8*NL + F1 

4. Fire 2 = 0.8*NL + F2 

Five additional candidate measurement loads are: 

1. Load 1: Fire 3 = 0.8*NL + F3 

2. Load 2: Fire 4 = 0.8*NL + F4 

3. Load 3: Fire 5 = 0.8*NL + F5 

4. Load 4: Fire 6 = 0.8*NL + F6 

5. Load 5: Fire 7 = 0.8*NL + F7 

where NL denotes for average daily demands and F for fire condition of 141.6 L/s (5 cfs).   
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A. Model Prediction Uncertainty and System Operation 

We begin by calibrating a model of this system that will be used to determine 

optimal pump schedules.  Optimal implies lowest energy cost. Five pumps with different 

capacities are located in one pump station. Their pump curves are assumed to be of the 

form:  

Hp = Hs – k Q
2 (19) 

where Hp is the pump head, Hs is the shut-off head, Qp is the flow through pump, and k is 

a constant. Pump curves are presented in Table 1 and efficiency curves are given in 

Figure 3.  One or more temporal patterns for operations could be examined in this 

calibration procedure. Here, an average day is assumed to be representative of the range 

of operation conditions.  Table 2 lists the daily demand multipliers that are applied to all 

nodes.  

The problem defined by Eqs. 8-11 is solved by a GA.  For each pumping schedule 

produced by the GA, an extended period simulation is run using EPANET and the total 

energy used and the nodal pressure heads are passed to the optimization routine to 

compute the objective function value.  Penalty costs are applied if pressures are below 

28.1m (40 psi) or the absolute difference between initial and final tank levels, δ, is greater 

than 0.61 m (2 ft). A confidence level, α, of 97.72% (standard normal deviate z = 2.0) is 

required in all chance constraints (Eq 11). 
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B. Optimal Operation Results  

 By constraining the model to achieve the same tank level at the end of the day and 

maintaining pressures above minimum at all times, the solution space is considerably 

reduced in size.  Checking pressure compliance at the end of the hydraulic time step 

rather than at beginning as in previous studies also reduces the feasible solutions space.  

As a result, the feasible solutions found in this study have pressures that are higher than 

required. This result can also be partially attributed to the low head loss in the system. 

Following the calibration procedure, parameters are estimated for the system 

using data from the four base loads. The optimal pump operations are determined for that 

set of parameters (Iteration 1 in Table 3). Next, the five candidate demand conditions 

were introduced as possible new measurements. Each expanded measurement set resulted 

in the same operation schedule; the solution that is found with the deterministic 

parameter values and no uncertainty. The new measurement load was added based on the 

largest decrease in parameter and predictive uncertainty.  Load 1 was selected and the 

parameters were estimated for the new set of “base” loads (5 loads). After the uncertain 

data was added, the optimal operations schedule was equivalent to that using the true 

parameters (Iteration 2 in Table 3) and is quite different than the solution at iteration 1. 

Since a modeler would not know the solution had converged to that value, the 

calibration process is continued. The four remaining additional loads were added to the 

measured data set. Similar results as the previous iteration were found and the optimal 

pump schedule did not change. Load 3 was selected since it had the largest reduction in 
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parameter and predictive uncertainties.  The system was then calibrated with six field 

measured loads (i.e., 4 base loads plus additional loads 1 and 3 with random 

measurement errors).  The pipe roughness estimates changed (Table 4) but the true 

parameter optimal pump schedule was determined from solving the chance constraint 

optimization problem. Although the parameters have not converged to their true values, 

since the optimal operation cost converged to the deterministic solution, the calibration 

process was stopped. Operation costs and parameter and predictive uncertainties are 

listed in Table 5.   

To give perspective on the relative magnitude of the uncertainty, the maximum 

standard deviation of H with base loads were 0.25 m, 0.15 m, and 0.15 m after iterations 

1, 2, and 3 respectively.  The maximum head loss from the pumps to the most distant 

node is 12.2 m (40 ft).  Thus, standard deviation is only 2% of the maximum head loss; 

demonstrating the low head loss in the system that causes the small predictive 

uncertainty.  

 

C. Model Prediction Uncertainty and System Expansion Design 

To compare the data needs for a model that will be used as the basis for system 

expansion decisions, the same system was calibrated using the set of available field data. 

For this problem, 18 new pipes are to be added to the northwest part of the system 

(Figure 4).  Thirteen diameters ranging from 152 mm (6 in) to 762 mm (30 in) were 

permitted for each pipe. The goal of the design model is to help identify the least cost 
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design while maintaining a minimum pressure of P of 28.1 m (40 psi) at each node under 

a design load of 1.6 times the normal demand pattern with the same confidence level 

applied in the operation problem, i.e., 97.72% ( 0.2)(F 1 ====−−−−
α ).  Also, the same 8 pipe 

groups were defined as in the operation problem.   

 

D. System Design Results for Eight Pipe Groups 

The design cost considering the four initial base loads was $934,666.  The five 

alternative measurement conditions were tested and, although Load 1 resulted in the 

lowest parameter and predictive variance, Load 4 was selected since it caused the largest 

estimated cost reduction to $848,562. When the system is recalibrated with the additional 

load, the cost went up to $942,910.  The cost after calibration can be different than the 

estimated cost because the estimated cost is based on using the present parameter 

estimates while the calibrating result using a realization of the measured pressure heads.   

Continuing the process for a third iteration, load 1 was selected and caused the 

cost to drop to $880,428 that is very close to the cost determined with the true parameter 

values and no uncertainty, i.e., the deterministic cost.  In later iterations, loads 5, 2, and 3 

were added.  As seen in Figure 5, the cost fluctuates considerably and shows a very slow 

convergence to the deterministic value. At iteration 3, pipe parameters for group 6 

(Figures 6a and b) is overestimated using the available information allowing smaller 

pipes to be installed (Table 6).  
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Examining the trends in the parameter estimates (Figures 6a and b), pipe groups 6 

and 8 are consistently over or under estimated and their variability appears to mirror the 

change in cost.  Most other parameters changes are in the opposite direction of that 

needed to cause the objective function change seen in the later iterations.  

At the sixth iteration, it is likely a modeler would continue the calibration since 

the cost changed considerably between iterations 5 and 6. From a design perspective, if 

the solution was stable in terms of nearly the same pipes being selected for all iterations, 

a designer may judge that more data would not be useful. However, nearly all pipe 

diameters that were designed in the system were changed at every iteration including 

iteration 6 (Table 6).  Therefore in this system, the design cannot be used as an indicator 

whether enough data is collected. 

For perspective, the maximum head loss from the pumps to the most distant node 

is 27.1 m (89 ft).  The maximum standard deviation of H with base loads was 2.47 m, 

about 9% of the maximum head loss in design case and causes higher sensitivity of nodal 

head uncertainty due to change in parameters.  

 

E. Comparison of operation and design model calibrations 

The application described above suggests that calibration for an operation model 

may require significantly less field data than for a model to be used for designing a 

system. Although the parameter uncertainties for the eight parameter design and 
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operation models are similar in magnitude (Figure 8), the predictive uncertainty for the 

operation model is much lower than that in the design model (Figure 9).  This difference 

is due to the lower demands, smaller head loss and low head sensitivity to the pipe 

roughnesses during a normal demand (Eq. 7). As stated above, maximum standard 

deviation to maximum head loss ratio is 12 % in design case whereas it is only 2% for the 

operation case that further strengthens this conclusion. The lack of sensitivity is also 

evident with the lack of change in the operation condition’s head predictions with 

fluctuations in the mean estimated roughness coefficients. The design problem heads and 

optimal solution are much more sensitive to C value estimates as seen in Tables 4 and 6. 

In this application, the relatively small solution space for the operation problem also 

likely contributes to the rapid convergence to the deterministic solution.  

 

F. Comparison of system design with four and eight parameters 

A difficulty in the eight parameter design problem is the poor parameter estimates 

early in the calibration process. Modeling the same network with the same data but using 

fewer parameters may provide an acceptable alternative model. A similar comparison 

was made by Sumer and Lansey (2007) for a small system. The impact on a realistic 

system is evaluated here by considering a model calibration with four parameters. Only 

the design condition was analyzed since the operation problem model was acceptable 

with eight parameters. The need to use a simpler system representation or collect more 
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field data further emphasizes the ease of an operation model calibration and that a model 

must be developed with its purpose in mind.  

The design cost during the calibration process for the eight and four parameter 

cases is shown in Figure 5.  Note that the different system representations cause the 

deterministic design cost to be slightly different. Parameter and prediction uncertainties 

are shown in Figures 8 and 9. A weakness of D-optimality (parameter uncertainty) is 

clear in that using, without normalization; the trace of the parameter variance matrix is 

not directly comparable between system representations due to the different number of 

terms. Prediction uncertainty comparisons are valid since the models have the same 

number of nodes.   

As noted above, the optimal cost changes due to mean parameter values and the 

prediction uncertainty.  In the four group analysis, the optimal cost in early iterations 

appears related to the mean parameter values for groups 1, 3 and 4 (Figure 7).  Cost 

increases are related to decreased roughness value estimates. Initially, the C value for 

group 3 was overestimated (mean estimated C = 118.6 and true value = 100).  At iteration 

3, group 3 and 4’s values decreased resulting in the higher design cost.  The mean 

estimated C values of groups 3 and 4 also appear related to cost changes during iterations 

4, 5, and 6.  

As seen in Figures 8 and 9, parameter and predictive uncertainties decrease 

monotonically regardless of how well the mean parameters values are estimated.  Thus, 
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using parameter and predictive uncertainties as calibration criteria does not provide 

insights into the accuracy of the mean estimated parameter values. 

The resulting load sequence for four-parameter case is: Loads 5, 2, 1, 3, and 4 and 

for eight-parameter case it was: Loads 4, 1, 5, 2, and 3. It is again observed that design 

cost based load sampling results in different load selections than using parameter or 

predictive uncertainty as a measure (Table 7) that is consistent with Sumer and Lansey 

(2007). In Sumer and Lansey (2007) for a small network, it was suggested that the 

selection of additional loads depends on the number of pipes with less uncertainty, their 

spread throughout the network and the number and location of nodes with higher 

pressures. The selected loads to be induced for the small network were not consistent 

with engineering judgment. As the system hydraulics are more complex for a real scale 

large network, it will likely be more difficult to simply use judgment. 

Note that the calibration “field” data was developed from the 4 and 8 pipe groups 

so the calibration modeling was applied to the true system. Thus, neither model has a 

model error component. Although a significant data set was provided to both models and 

sampling locations were reasonably distributed, model parameters were not estimated 

exactly for the 8-pipe-group case.  However for 4 pipe groups, mean parameter values 

converged to their true values. Thus, the number of calibrated parameters directly affects 

the amount of data required to calibrate the system. 

Considering the eight-parameter model representation for this real-scale 

application and the small network (12 nodes and 16 pipes) used in Sumer and Lansey 
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(2007), the parameters converged better in the large network. Three reasons may cause 

this difference. First, ten sampling locations were provided in the larger system (as 

opposed to 5 in small network). Second, the base loads for the large system are all high 

demands and provide more information.  Finally, with more pipes in each group in the 

larger application compared to the 16 pipe network, the sensitivity of each group is likely 

higher. 

The same design study was repeated with a confidence level of 99% 

( 33.2)(F 1 ====−−−−
α ).  Results and discussions related to that study are presented in Appendix 

A. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Using the model decisions and optimal cost as the driver for defining data 

collection conditions, this study focuses on the amount of data required to adequately 

calibrate a realistic WDS model for two different model objectives: daily operation and 

system expansion design.  The results suggest that a model built for operation purposes 

needs less field data since the head losses in the system are small and the change in 

model objective cost is not sensitive to the estimated parameter values. However, for 

design purposes, the change in mean estimated parameters and the reduction in their 

uncertainties affect system expansion cost.    

While engineering judgment may be sufficient for the operation model, a 

systematic method is needed for the design model.  This need was shown in Sumer and 

Lansey (2007) for a small network and it appears to hold true for full-scale networks with 

their higher level of complexity. 

Further, this system was analyzed assuming that it could be described with a 

smaller set of parameters.  With the reduced number of parameters, mean parameter 

values approached to their true values.  This was expected since it is easier to solve less 

number of unknowns given same amount of data.    

For a design model, a further direction of research should include identifying 

critical pipe groups on the design cost and performing localized samplings to increase the 

accuracy of their estimated values.  This focused data sampling could help reduce the 
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amount of data collection events and expense of data collection.  Alternatively, data may 

be collected for unsteady transient or rigid column conditions.  The amount of unique 

information to estimate parameters may be higher under unsteady hydraulic conditions. 

Thus, fewer data collection experiments would be necessary. Finally, in this study, only 

pipe roughness coefficients are considered as uncertain. Other model parameters 

including demands are also uncertain and future work should simultaneously consider 

both sets of uncertainty. 
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VIII. APPENDIX A.  ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION BASED ON RESULTS WITH A 

99% RELIABILITY LEVEL 

 

A. Model Prediction Uncertainty and System Expansion Design 

To compare the data needs for a model that will be used as the basis for system 

expansion decisions, the same system was calibrated using the set of available field data. 

For this problem, 18 new pipes are to be added to the northwest part of the system 

(Figure 4).  Thirteen diameters ranging from 152 mm (6 in) to 762 mm (30 in) were 

permitted for each pipe. The goal of the design model is to help identify the least cost 

design while maintaining a minimum pressure of P of 28.1 m (40 psi) at each node under 

a design load of 1.6 times the normal demand pattern with a confidence level of 99% 

( 333.2)(1 =−
αF ).  The same 8 pipe groups were defined as in the operation problem.   

 

B. System Design Results for Eight Pipe Groups 

Design cost considering the four initial base loads was $933,032.  The five 

alternative measurement conditions were tested and, although Load 1 resulted in 

minimum parameter and predictive variance, Load 3 was selected since it caused the 

largest cost reduction to $708,655.  As seen in Figure A1, this cost is below the cost 

determined with the true parameter values and no uncertainty described as the 
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deterministic cost. At iteration 2, pipe parameters for groups 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 (Figures 

A2a and A2b) are overestimated using the available information allowing smaller pipes 

to be installed than in the deterministic solution (Table A1).  

Continuing the calibration process, loads 1, 4, 2, and 5 were added during 

iterations 3 through 6, respectively.  The design cost remained below the deterministic 

cost for all iterations but is converging to it after reaching a minimum in the third 

iteration. As seen in Figure A4 and A5, the parameter and predictive uncertainties 

decrease with more information. Therefore, since costs are increasing after iteration 3, the 

controlling factor in the design changes is the parameter estimates rather than the 

parameter and prediction uncertainties. Examining the trends in the parameter estimates 

(Figures A2a and A2b), pipe group 6 is consistently over or under estimated and its 

variability appears to mirror the change in cost except for the iteration 6.  Most other 

parameters changes are in the opposite direction of that needed to cause the objective 

function change seen in the later iterations.  

At the sixth iteration, it is likely a modeler would continue the calibration since 

the cost changed between iterations 5 and 6. From a design perspective, if the solution 

was stable in terms of nearly the same pipes being selected for all iterations, a designer 

may judge that more data would not be useful. However, nearly all pipe diameters that 

were designed in the system were changed at every iteration including iteration 6 (Table 

A1).  Therefore in this system, the design cannot be used as an indicator whether enough 

data is collected. 
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For perspective, the maximum head loss from the pumps to the most distant node 

is 21.6 m (71 ft).  Standard deviation is around 12% of the maximum head loss in design 

case and causes higher sensitivity of nodal head uncertainty due to change in parameters.  

 

C. Comparison of operation and design model calibrations 

The application described above suggests that calibration for an operation model 

requires less field data than for a model to be used for designing a system. Although the 

parameter uncertainties for the eight parameter design and operation models are similar in 

magnitude (Figure A4), the predictive uncertainty for the operation model is much lower 

than that in the design model (Figure A5).  This difference is due to the lower demands, 

smaller head loss and low head sensitivity to the pipe roughnesses during a normal 

demand (Eq. 7). As stated above, maximum standard deviation to maximum head loss 

ratio is 12 % in design case whereas it is only 2% for the operation case that further 

strengthens this conclusion. The lack of sensitivity is also evident with the lack of change 

in the operation condition’s head predictions with fluctuations in the mean estimated 

roughness coefficients. The design problem heads and optimal solution are much more 

sensitive to C value estimates as seen in Tables 4 and A1. In this case, the relatively small 

solution space likely contributes to the rapid convergence to the deterministic solution.  
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D. Comparison of system design with four and eight parameters 

A difficulty in the eight parameter design problem is the poor parameter estimates 

at early calibration process iterations. Modeling the same network with the same data but 

using fewer parameters may provide an acceptable alternative model. A similar 

comparison was made by Sumer and Lansey (2007) for a small system. The impact on a 

realistic system is evaluated here by considering a model calibration with four 

parameters. Only the design condition was analyzed since the operation problem model 

was acceptable with eight parameters. The need to use a simpler system representation or 

collect more field data further emphasizes the ease of an operation model calibration and 

that a model must be developed with its purpose in mind.  

The design cost during the calibration process for the eight and four parameter 

cases is shown in Figure A1.  The different system representations cause the deterministic 

design cost to be slightly different. Parameter and prediction uncertainties are shown in 

Figures A4 and A5. A weakness of D-optimality is clear in that using, without 

normalization; the trace of the parameter variance matrix is not directly comparable 

between system representations due to the different number of terms. Prediction 

uncertainty comparisons are valid since the models have the same number of nodes.   

As noted above, the optimal cost changes due to mean parameter values and the 

prediction uncertainty.  In the four group analysis, the optimal cost in early iterations 

appears related to the mean parameter values for groups 1 and 2 (Figure A3).  Cost 

increases can only be related to decreased roughness value estimates. Initially, the C 
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value for group 1 was overestimated (mean estimated C = 102.3 and true value = 80).  At 

iteration 2, this value was the only parameter to decrease (C = 82.6) resulting in the 

higher cost.   

The mean estimated C value of group 2 (and 1) went slightly up in the third 

iteration and the cost fell. However, the overall prediction uncertainty (Figure A5) 

decreased at this iteration so distinguishing the cause for cost reduction is not possible.  

As the parameter estimates for groups 1 and 2 improve during iteration 4, the cost 

again increases. After this iteration costs drop significantly. This unexpected result may 

be caused by grouping of critical and non-critical pipes. If pipes that strongly influence 

system pressures are placed in one or two groups and other groups are not significant, the 

number of pipe groups would not be critical since estimating the critical pipe group 

parameters would control the design. Identifying those pipes in a large system can be 

assessed through their sensitivity coefficients.  In this study, groups 1 and 2 include the 

two main pipes that carry the most flow from the source indicating the design cost may 

be most sensitive to their values. 

During iterations 4 and 5, parameter values and the predictive uncertainty are 

relatively constant. However, the cost decreases by more than 10%. Cost sensitivity to an 

individual pipe group, perhaps group 2, may be sufficient to cause this difference. 

Alternatively, the local uncertainties may be reduced at the critical node(s) and be more 

important than the global improvements. 
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The resulting load sequence for four-parameter case is: Loads 1, 4, 3, 5, and 2 and 

for eight-parameter case it was: Loads 3, 1, 4, 2, and 5. It is again observed that design 

cost based load sampling results in different load selections than using parameter or 

predictive uncertainty as a measure (Table A2) that is consistent with Sumer and Lansey 

(2007).  This demand sequence shows that conditions 2 and 5 provide less information to 

reduce the desired uncertainties compared to the loads 1, 3 and 4.  As it was analyzed for 

a small network in Sumer and Lansey (2007), the selection of additional loads depend on 

the number of pipes with less uncertainty, their spread throughout the network and the 

number and location of nodes with higher pressures.  It is stated that selected loads to be 

induced may not be parallel with engineering judgment for a small network, and due to 

more complex hydraulics it becomes even harder for a real scale network.    

 After iteration 6, with the same amount of data the eight pipe group model 

converges to near its deterministic solution while the 4 pipe group model does not.  This 

result is counterintuitive given that the prediction error for the 4 pipe groups was 

significantly smaller than the 8 pipe group. Parameters in both models are reasonably 

close to their true values. It would appear either (1) that the relative sensitivity of 

individual roughness estimates that increases with fewer parameters and the errors for the 

4 group model are more significant or (2) that the overestimates in C values for the 8 pipe 

group cause a lower cost and need additional field data to correct. 
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Note that the calibration “field” data was developed from the 4 and 8 pipe groups 

so the calibration modeling was geared toward its true system. Thus, neither model has a 

model error component. Although a significant data set was provided to both models and 

sampling locations were reasonably spread, model parameters were not estimated exactly. 

In addition, the same errors were introduced to each model. Given the fewer parameters 

to adjust in the four parameter model, the parameter estimate errors may be more 

significant than for the 8 pipe group that leads to a cost that is greater than the 

deterministic value. 
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IX. TABLES 

Table 1. Pump curve parameters for the application network. 

 Pump Curve 

Pump Hs 

(ft) 
Hs 

(m) 
k 

1 227 69.2 1.60 
2 213 64.9 1.07 
3 207 63.1 0.82 
4 207 63.1 0.65 
5 213 64.9 0.82 

 

Table 2. Daily demand patterns. 

Hour 
Demand 
Factor 

1 0.96 

3 0.8 

5 0.8 

7 0.91 

9 1.25 

11 1.34 

13 1.21 

15 0.85 

17 0.85 

19 0.75 

21 1.16 

23 1.11 
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Table 3. Optimal pump schedules for iterations 1 and 2. 

 Iteration 1 

Hours 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Pump 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Pump 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Pump 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

Pump 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

Pump 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 Iteration 2 

Hours 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Pump 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 

Pump 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

Pump 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Pump 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Pump 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 4. Variation of mean estimated C values and cost for operation model. 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 8 Cost

Iteration 1 84 87 98 94 98 101 107 117 626$       

Iteration 2 81 82 93 88 100 110 116 120 466$       

Iteration 3 82 87 91 92 94 102 113 120 466$       

TRUE 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 466$        

 

Table 5. Energy cost, parameter and predictive uncertainties for optimal system 

operation. 

Iteration Cost ($) Trace [Cov(C)] Trace[Cov(H)], (m2) 

1 626 1728 8.3 

2 466 801 5.1 

3 466 528 4.0 

 

Table 6. Design cost and pipe diameters for the eight-group case. 

Selected Diameters for New Pipes (mm) Loads Cost 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Iteration 1 $934,666 254 254 152 305 152 254 254 381 203 254 305 356 152 203 356 305 406 381 

Iteration 2 $942,910 356 381 152 203 152 203 152 203 406 203 381 254 356 152 406 356 356 305 

Iteration 3 $880,428 457 254 305 254 356 203 254 254 152 152 203 305 305 152 381 203 305 356 

Iteration 4 $954,833 305 406 356 305 356 203 305 406 152 305 152 356 203 203 305 254 406 305 

Iteration 5 $992,045 406 152 203 203 305 457 254 203 305 254 203 305 305 356 254 152 356 381 

Iteration 6 $677,878 305 203 254 203 254 203 152 381 152 152 152 305 381 152 254 356 203 305 

Deterministic $879,195 152 254 254 254 254 203 305 381 152 203 406 152 381 356 254 203 254 356 
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Table 7. Results from iteration 1 of 4 group case.  Underlined values show the minimum 

for each calibration criterion. 

Loads Trace(Cov(C)) Trace(Cov(H)), m2 Cost 

Base 1 448 139 $999,663 

Base 1+ Load 1 206 97 $890,353 

Base 1+ Load 2 398 126 $1,133,840 

Base 1+ Load 3 269 95 $964,512 

Base 1+ Load 4 358 117 $1,080,230 

Base 1+ Load 5 357 113 $865,384 

Deterministic 0 0 $893,715 

 

Table A1. Design cost and pipe diameters for the eight-group case. 

Selected Diameters for New Pipes (mm) 

Loads Cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Iteration 1 $933,062 406 305 254 203 152 152 305 356 381 203 356 381 203 254 381 254 203 305 

Iteration 2 $775,961 356 203 203 203 356 305 356 152 203 152 203 305 203 152 254 254 305 381 

Iteration 3 $606,609 203 203 305 203 254 152 254 254 152 152 152 305 305 152 203 203 305 356 

Iteration 4 $776,713 381 203 203 254 254 152 356 356 203 152 356 152 203 152 254 254 356 356 

Iteration 5 $827,759 254 356 305 305 203 152 203 305 203 254 152 406 305 152 203 381 152 356 

Iteration 6 $867,932 152 152 254 254 203 152 254 254 381 305 254 356 381 152 203 305 356 381 

Deterministic $879,195 152 254 254 254 254 203 305 381 152 203 406 152 381 356 254 203 254 356 
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Table A2. Results from iteration 1 of 4 group case.  Underlined values show the 

minimum for each calibration criterion. 

Loads Trace(Cov(C)) Trace(Cov(H)), m2 Cost 

Base 1 448 139 $1,192,622 

Base 1+ Load 1 206 97 $1,033,592 

Base 1+ Load 2 398 126 $1,119,882 

Base 1+ Load 3 269 95 $1,298,264 

Base 1+ Load 4 358 117 $1,106,753 

Base 1+ Load 5 357 113 $1,197,208 

Deterministic 0 0 $893,715 
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X. FIGURES 

  Calibrate WDS model with collected data 

Compute uncertainty in pipe roughness 
coefficients (D-optimality) 

 

Identify new measurement conditions/locations to reduce 
predictive uncertainty and model cost 

Determine optimal system expansion design or optimal pump 
schedule using a chance constraint optimization model 

Compute WDS model predictive uncertainty 

 

 

Figure 1. Calibration/data collection methodology flowchart  
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Figure 2.  Real-scale application network. 
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Figure 3. Pump efficiency curves. 
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Figure 4.  Application network after proposed expansion. 
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Figure 5. System expansion design cost after each iteration for network with 8 and 4 

groups. 
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Figure 6a. Variation of mean estimated roughness coefficients and the design cost after 

each iteration for 8-group system configuration. (True values - Group 4: 95; Group 5: 

100; Group 6: 105, Group 8: 115) 
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Figure 6b. Variation of mean estimated roughness coefficients and the design cost after 

each iteration for 8-group system configuration. (True values - Group 1: 80, Group 2: 85, 

Group 3: 90, Group 7:110) 
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Figure 7. Variation of mean estimated roughness coefficients and the design cost after 

each iteration for 4-group system configuration. (True values – Group 1: 80, Group 2: 90, 

Group 3: 100, Group 4: 110)  
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Figure 8. Parameter uncertainty after each iteration for network for design and operation 

models. 
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Figure 9.  Predictive head uncertainty after each iteration for design and operation 

models. 
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Figure A1. System expansion design cost after each iteration for network with 8 and 4 

groups. 
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Figure A2a. Variation of mean estimated roughness coefficients and the design cost after 

each iteration for 8-group system configuration. (True values - Group 4: 95; Group 5: 

100; Group 6: 105) 
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Figure A2b. Variation of mean estimated roughness coefficients and the design cost after 

each iteration for 8-group system configuration. (True values - Group 1: 80, Group 2: 85, 

Group 3: 90, Group 7:110, Group 8: 115) 
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Figure A3. Variation of mean estimated roughness coefficients and the design cost after 

each iteration for 4-group system configuration. (True values – Group 1: 80, Group 2: 90, 

Group 3: 100, Group 4: 110)  
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Figure A4. Parameter uncertainty after each iteration for network for design and 

operation models. 
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Figure A5.  Predictive head uncertainty after each iteration for design and operation 

models. 


